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FORMER PHILLIPS
DEAD RIVER HAS
BOY WEDDED
A NEW INDUSTRY

COMPOSITION
ENJOY THE
BY PHILLIPS PUPIL ANNUAL ROLL CALL

Miss Margaret J. Lynch Becomes Steel Type Factory Located on
the Bride of Cecil B. Ham
Eustis Ridge.
den of Boston.

Mr. Moulton Introducing Work of Pleasing Entertainment Given by
Much Benefit to the School.
Each Lodge.

vent the blanks Cram being jammed
in the type machine.
Then
they
pass to the type machine and the
numbers a.re deeply stamped on the
end nearest the belle.
The blanks
are pressed so firmly into tine dye
that rough edges are left on the
sides of the type.
Those
rough
edges., on the larger sides are filed
by hand and the pegs removed.
The new factory in the Dead River
Next they are sent to the second
During the latter part of the fall
milling
machine that outs the smailL
By invitation c,f Saddleback Lodge,
region,
con®
true
ted
in
1915,
was
ready
The wed ditag of M iss Margaret J.
term each pupil in the seventh, and I. O. O. F., Hope Rebekah Lodge
rough
edges
near
tine
figures.
The
Lynch, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John for operation® about the middle of
type is then filed by hand to remove eight grades of Phillips Grammar joined with them in. tlie annual roll
This pliant is known as
B. Lynch and Cecil B. Hamden took November.
the burr that may be found near the school wrote a composition on the call and a most
enjoyable evening
the Steel Type Factory and is situat
place at noon at the parochial resi
hole cut in the blank.
The type is subject, “ Good Teeth—Good! Health,’’ was passed on Tuesday.
The atten
ed at the top of Eustis Ridge, about
measured and those pieces of the with the understanding that the three dance was not as large a© usual ow
dence of St. Joseph’s church, in the five minutes’ walk from
Maurice
exact size are sent to the third mil best ones in each grade should be ing to the unusual amount of sick
presence of relatives and Intimate Cox’s residence.
The building is so
ling machine.
In this machine one published in, the Mlaiine Woods. Tlie ness in many'‘families, but there was
constructed that
friends.
The ceremony was per firm and so well
hundred pieces of tlie type are cut second one of the scries appears in a goodly number present.
formed by Rev. W. C. Pitzslmons. there is no vibration from the many
at cnee.
After this, the type pass this issue.
Miss Shirley Holt called the roll
The bride was gowned in white crepe machines, making an Ideal place in
es through minor operations, the Last
for Hope Rebekah Lodge and Walter
This plant is owned
de meteor and shadow lace and wore which to work.
GOOD
TEETH—GOOD
HEALTH
being the packing.
S. Toothaker for the Odd Felioiws
a bridal wreath of lilies of the valley, and operated by Mir. J. D. and Miss
This type is very valuable and is
and many responded to their names
Type for typearranged in a bandeau effect.
She Alice M. Maillonee.
sent to different parts of the Unit
Gladys Toothaker, Grade Seven.
with, a story, quotation, etc.
carried a shower bouquet of white v riters Is made and goes through a- ed States.
Good /teeth, enable® one to chew
First on the program Was tlie Little
hout 18 different operations before
fcridal roses.
The Steel Type Factory employes has food better and that mean© good sketch entitled, “A Thief in
the
Mrs. C. Carlton Hanions, sister of being eady for market.
three men, including Mir. J. D. Mak health.
They should be brushed House,” and Messrs. Hollis
Holt,
The
steel
is
received
from
New
the bride, was matron of honor. She
lonee, and five women, including Mis once or twice a day to keep the Clarence Camp,bell, Aonddne Kinney,
was attired in blue charmeuse and York in long bars, the required width
Alice Malienee. A very prosperous1 little bits of food from, staying on, the Jamies Spencer, Frank Hood
and
Some of the operat
abadew lace and carried an arm bou- for tlie type.
business is being carried on,
and teeth and decaying.
Tooth powder, Seward Hoyt rep,resented their parts
First, the bars
qnet of pink roses.
The
groom ic ns are as follows:
very many dollars worth of type is paste or any substance used to clean in a fine manner.
Nearly all were
was attended by Harry C. Wilbur, are cut in lengths a little longer
being shipped out each. week.
the teeth should be used at least new to anything of this kind, Hollis’
than the finished type.
These bansi
brother-in-law of the bride.
Mis© Mallonee also owns a Steel once a day. The small! duty of clean Holt being the only “ old stager’'1,
A reception followed the ceremony are very dark when they are receiv
Type Factory in New York City. ing the teeth helps a great deal- to but they did credit to themselves
at the home of the' bride, where a ed and, after cutting, they are pol These two are the only ones in the
make good teeth and also good health nevertheless.
Those who hiave ever
wedding breakfast was served. The ished in a rattler containing saw United States and the machinery
P good care is not taken, of the teeth seen Holt impersonate anything pn.
Thiirdil.y they are taken to
bride followed the time-honored cus dust.
wa© all invented and made by Mr. when cne is young, a great deal of the stage know that he is A No. 1 in
the emery wheel and a small fraction
tom of cutting the wedding cake.
Mallonee.
trouble with the teeth and the health this business.
Mr. an'* Mrs. Hamden were the of an inch Sis taken from one end,
Mr. Maillonee is talking of starting will result later.
The members of Hope Rebekah
reducing
the
blanks
to
the
required
recipients of numerous gifts, incJud
an additional factory at Stratton vil
Good teeth grind the food
finer Lodge then gave the illustrated poem,
The blanks are then taken
ins' cut glass, silver, furniture, geld length..
lage sometime during the present than bad ones and so the food is
“A Bachelor's Reverie,” Frank Davis
ami checks.
They left for New to a machine that cuts a very small! year.
made easier to digest.
Tlie food impersonating the “ Old Bach,” and
York in the afternoon and on their hole, about an eighth erf an inch
Very few people, even in tilde sec that ha left clanging to (the teeth after
his reverie wa® a much, disturbed one,
return will reside in Providence, wide and nearly a hiallf an inch long. tion, are aware of this nice little
eating will, if not brushed off, decay having so many charming damsel©'
where Mr. Harnden is employed.— This luale is cut about two-thirds enterprise going on at Euistis.
and cause many disease® that hinder appear to Mm.
Following are the
from one end.
Next the blanks are
The Day, New London, Conn.
good health,.
Getrms like decaying ladles who took part and the Charact
The friends of “ Zeke” in
tills taken to one of the milling machines
matter to breed in arid so will attack ers they impersonated:
DAVENPORT— MclNTI RE
Mrs. Sadie
section extend hearty wishes
for that rounds the end nearest the hole
a person with poor teeth, much, more Davis, hunting girl; Mir®. E. B. Cur
the future happiness and prosperity and the boles are filled With steel
Dixfield, Feb. 2.—Lee Hartwell Da quickly than one with, good teeth. rier, suffragette; Daisy
Davenport,
pegs exactly fitting.
This is to preof himself and bride.
caused college girl; Mrs. F. 6. Haley, golf
venport and Bernice Mae Me Intire Sometime© indigestion, is
tlie girl; Emma Russell, coquette and bell
were married Tuesday morning, Feb when bad teeth do not grind
ruary 2, at 8.30 o’clock at the home food fine enough and it lie® in tlie of the ball; military girl, Mrs. J. W.
PLEASANT
ISLAND
CAMPS
HOTEL BLANCHARD
In Russell; nurse, Mrs. Carl Beedy;
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex of the pastor, Rev. R. E. Gilkey alt stomach in this stage too long.
STRATTON MAINE
The bridal couple was at digestion j® also caused when the skating girl, Carrie Toothaker; coun
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates Dixfield.
In the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November. tended by Miss Gertrude Davenport, teeth, are not brushed often enough try girl:, Lillian Toothaker; widow,,
a sister
the groom.
The bride and tlie decayed matter mixes with, Carrie Adam®, auto girl, Gladys HewSection. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTH AKER, Prop., locked very charming in her traveling the food and goes to the stomach. ey; nun, Tiressie Carroll.
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
STRATTON M A IN E .
E. H. G R O S E . Prop.
suit of dark green poplin trimmed Till© i® just like eating decayed food.
Pleasant Island, . - Maine
Mrs. George Sedgeley recited the
with military braid and fur with hat This bad foed clinging to the teeth, poem in a pleasing manner and theto match.
9be is the daughter of A. in time, causes the teeth, to decay singing throughout the tableaus by
and
B. Mclmtire and wife of Peru.
Mr. and this causes much trouble
Hollis Holt and the Misses Shirley
pain.
Teeth,
in
this
state
should
be Holt and Emma Davenport was much
Davenport is the only son of W. H.
good appreciated by the audience.
Davenport and wife of Dixfield, for looked after at once by a
merly of Madrid. Mr. and Mrs. Dav dentist.
After the entertainment ice oream,
Good teeth help, school children to cake and coffee were served by the
S
;!;! enport are well-known in this com
Por fu rth e r p a r tic u la r s w r ite or a d d r e s s
munity, and have a host of friends keep ahead, in their classes.
Only committee, Mins. Eva Toothaker, Mrs,
who extend good wishes and congrat about one-fifth of the average school J. E. Noble and Mrs. A. A. Jacob®,
ulations.
The happy couple left on children have good teeth,.
This has and a social hour was enjoyed. The
the 9 o ’clock train,, for a short stay been proved fin many places.
The entertainment committee were Mrs.
\n Portland, and that locality. They teeth, should be looked at by a good E. B. Currier, Mrs F. M. Davis and
will reside in Dixfield on their re dentist at least twice a year and, if Miss Daisy Davenport.
-T
turn.
any work need be done, it should be
dorte at once.
This keeps the teeth
(OBITUARY.
-'n a better condition than would oth his sister, Mrs. George Bryant a
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
few days recently.
erwise be passible.
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
ROSE AZELIA PRESCOTT
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
Mrs. Clinton Meader and son, Wal
The teeth should not be pulled if
and other information, write
they can be saved. It makes a pliao lace, who have been ill with colds,
CD. G R A N T (EL S O N C O .,
P. O . A d d r e s s , G r a n t 's M e .
Rose Azelia Prescott, the daughter
in which food and germs can stay are better at this writing.
.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
of Lewi® and Eunice (Norcross) Pres
ard> decay quickly.
It has been
Miss Hilda Fuller of Stratton (s
cott, was bom in Malden, Mas©., July
stated that bad care of the teeth visiting Mrs. Clinton Meader.
14, 1857 and died in Phillips, Wed
cause© more diseases, than any other
George Bryant was* home for a few
B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S B*ld MS ° r talB I nesday morning, January 19, 1916.
one cause.
days .recently.
He has gone to Flag
In August 1857, When she was only
Bald’ Mountain Camps are situated at the fo o t o f Bald Mountain on M ooselookm estaff
to
work.
a. few weeks old, her folks removed
fu n tic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—Auto
road to cam ps—Telephone conn ections—T w o mails daily W rite for free circular.
Miss Dorothy Hennigar is staying
to Phillip®, Maine.
When nearing on her fifteenth birthday was baptiz
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain, Maine
tlie end of the journey the ocadU was ed by Rev. Ezra Winslow of New with Mrs. William Lockyer while Mr.
cvertu,rued by the error of the stage Portland and united With the Free Lockyer la away.
Miss Ina Lovejcvy ha® returned to
driver, Who was thought to have been Baptist church of Madrid, cf Which
intoxicated.
The family were throw she was a most faithful and devoted The Sargent to cook.
out, the father and one daughter member.
Ziba Davi® Is working at L. O.
Though, living a life of great in DurrelT’s mill at Stratton.
were not much, hunt but the mother
He was
was seriously injured, and the infant firmity and suffering ©be had a re home over Sunday.
daughter wais so seriously hurt that ligious trust and confidence that was
invalidism and suffering were ever ever brave and steadfast.
To her the Heavenly Father In,
afterward her portion.
Her lifetime was almost alii spent whom ©he trusted was very real and
with her pa,rents in Phillip®. Since very near; her spiritual vision, and
Feb. 7.
their death ©he lias lived With her assurance will remain a precious inL. B. Kinney came out from Magsister, Mrs. Wing and with her aunt, soiration to all Who really knew her. alloway the first of the week, going
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access
Mrs. Octavia Blanchard of Phillips,
to Farmington to serve on the grand
and nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.
at whose home she died,.
jury.
Mis® Prescott i,s survived by three
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small gam e are very
Louise Worth!,ey visited relatives in.
sisters, Mrs. Morrell Wing, who ten
abundant.
Phillips over Sunday.
Feb.
7.
derly cared for her in, her last ill
Alltlrea Abbott of Phillips is work
A few inches of ©now fell last
ness, Mrs. B. F. Beal and Mrs. Mar
Non-resident Hunting license fee only S I5.00
ing for Mrs. Ella Beal.
shall Davenport, alao by a brother, night which makes the roads very
Hon,. James Morrison of Phillips
much, better.
Write the S a n d y R i v e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a i l r o a d for Mr. Charles Prescott.
was
a recent guest of his daughter,
Miss Glana Taylor of Stratton is
The funeral was Friday, January
booklet with m ap.
Mrs.
H. W. Worthley.
21, and was conducted by her pastor, visiting in town.
F. N. B E A L , General M anager,
Phillips, Maine Rev. M. S. Hutchin®.
M.
tss Clara Beal returned to Port
Miss Pearl MicLawrim of Portland is
In, early youth Miss Prescott began visiting her sister, Mrs. George Bry land, Saturday to resume her work
the life of Christian discipleship, and ant. Herbert McLarwirtini also visited as trained nurse.
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Mountain View, Maine
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“Williams- College of Wililiiamstown, |two weeks after the opening of the the weapons of a soldier and coneeBy so doing a great many of the
tourists would stop in Maine from M-as®., opened Sept. 21. Registration j school present a® high if not^ a high quen-tly drill would inculcate in them
ten to 20 days longer than they do day at Tufts in September 1916 cornea er percentage of progress a-s is ob th-e -spirit o-f “ tin s-cklie-nism” without
cn the 21st cf the month. The Uni tained by those entering at the open
at the present time.
any correcting impression of the grim,
This is largely due
“ It is a statsitical fact that the versity of Providence, R. I., never ing of the term-.
horror cf war.
t,o
the
fact
that
the
first
half
of
Sep
summer resort business is worth at the 15th of September. Bro-wn Unjr
Probably th-e good sebooilmasfeir be
tember
usually
shows
as
high
am
av
veerslty
of
Providence,
R.
I.,
never
least $200,000 a day to the State of
erage
temperature
a-s
do
the
mon-tlis
opehsuntil
the
22
d
of
September
in
lieved
what lie paid.
Maine every day the season, can, be
But the« average man knows that
prolonged.
This not only benefits any year, as it always cp-eins on the of July and August, and children en
tering school in the early days of
the summer resort hotels and these fourth Wednesday of September.
the five years between 10 and 15 are
September, are listless, and long to
“
Westbrook
Seminary
open-s
for
open
aid
the
year,
but
it
benefits,
the
Tllne following letter to the Kenn-ethe best years in which to train a
out of doers with classmates.
bec Journal! will! be of interest to our farmer, the mechanic, and in fact all the fall semester of work on Septern-1
shooter.
At the start cf that period
“ ‘At the present time educators
her 12th, that is the second Tuesday
many readers out of the State, as classes of society in the State.
This-, I note, is one everywhere are advocating more time ti e boy, if properly raised, is still re
weld as in, as many of our summer
“ We do not expect to accomplisOi- in September.
visitors have to hurry hicme for their this without a great deal of work week earlier than the date of open on the playgrounds, and millions a-re sponsive to discipline, still free from
cbiddiren to enter eohool before they and mere or less opposition on the ing the city of Portland schools. We being spent i-il ou-r congested cities the colti-sh- impulse to run contrary to
wish to.
It is the tendency more part of educational workers; but have have two weeks- of vacation a-t Christ in securing ample grounds on which the commands o-f his elders.
Hereand more to lengthen the vacation in received very much encouragement mas, one week at Easter, and two cur children may engage in healthful
is
the
time
to
thoroughly
instillby
Our foremost
Our out of door exercises.
stead of shortening It:
from the college presidents and sup days extra at Thanksgiving.
precept
the
simple,
basic
rule®
of
writers
on
school,
administration-,
There (.lias already charter provides for the graduation
At the annual meeting of the erintendents.
school
supervision
and
child
welfare
exercises
to
be
held
the
second
Tues
safety
whichare
so
hard
to
impress
Maine Hotel Asso-ola-bion held at the been a movem-ent with the college
Falmouth Hotel, Portland, Maine, a people advocating a universal time day in June; hienc-e we have to begin are demanding that we first seek a upon the older boy cr tli-e grown man,
committee ccmsiisitimg of Hiram W. for opening of schools- through cut as early as- the second week in Sep healthy, vigorous life before we begin save through tli-e s-l-ow proc.es® of sug
To
Ricker, Charles E. Cobb, Edward M. New England, and judging from the tember, in order tc- get in our 37 the routine work of the school.
gestion and example.
Blanding, Wilbur T. Emerson and M. dates of opening cf colleges-, which weeks of school; werk for the year. In maintain, this much desired vigor we
It is little short of a crime to turn
D. Clhiatto were appointed by the as-- are as- follows, it is very apparent general I would be in sympathy with should make every effort to give o-ur a boy under 15 years of age loose with
sociation to devise ways and means that it would not be before the 20th the movement to have all educational child-real the largest amount of fresh a gun.
On the other luaaid, it i-s both
institutions put their date of graduat mr aiHl light possible and for this
for the general benefit of the hotels of September.
safe
and
profitable to let even a
reason your writer heartily endorses
tnrouighout the State of Miaine.
Yale College opened 1914, Oct. 1; ion ahead up to the last week in
younger
Lad
shoot under the strict
the
New
England
movement
for
post
June, in order to open the fall term
Senator Chatto, who hais! been giv 1915, Sep-t. 30. Will open 1916, Sept.
poning the time for opening the an supervision cf a competent man. The
nearer
the
Jias-t
week
in
September.
ing considerable attention to the 28; will open 1917, Sept. 27.
lessons learned then are Learned to
This is the scheme adopted b.y cer nual -school term.’
matters involved, said today:
‘‘It
“ Commencement Day occurs the
last.
tain schools in
Massachusetts in
“ It is the opinion cf the committee
as generally conceded by alii classes next to the last Wednesday in June,
which I have taught, and the plans that a Universal -School La-w, post And, even more important than ac
of business men in the State
of and the first term opens- upon Thurs
work well,’ quoting from President poning the opening cf schools until tual shooting skill, is the fact that
Maine that our summer resort bus day, 38 weeks before the date cf
Quimby’s
letter of Dec. 29.
after the 20th of September would be priding himself on this skill, the boy
iness is one of the greatest assets the following comm;encemen-t.
“ Quoting from Pres-ident Chase’s r. great benefit to the thousands of will faee the temptations of young
of the State.
It not only is a ben
“ You will readily see by this quo-1
teachers throughout the ea-steinn sec manhood fortified by a full realizat
efit to the
summer resort hotels;, tation that Yale University ha-s a letter c f Dec. 17, Bates College:
“
‘Your
plan
is
ideal
under
right
tion
cf the United States; a great ion of the priceless val-ue of dear
camps and boarding houses, but many year period of 38 weeks, inclusive of
conditions-.
Our own institution will benefit to the hordes of school child eyes and steady nerves,.
of the tourists spend much of their the several- vacations.
open next year Sep-t. 21, and we do ren, and especially a financial bene
Shooting skill 1® one cf the funda
time through July and August at the
“ Middlebury College of Mid-dlebury,
not
intend
to
begin
our
college
year
mental®
of good sportsmanship—aai
fit
to
Maine,
New
Hampshire
and
hotels that are kept open throughout Vt., opens the third Thursday of Sep
the year.
For instance, the hotels tember, or from the 14th to the 20th. earlier at any time than Sept. 20. We Vermont, as these three states are we hold strongly the belief that a
began Sept. 23 last year. Trusting particularly sought for during the good, all-around sportsman is the
of the city of Portland receive a very
‘‘Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me.,
that your efforts may result in better months o-f June, July, August and best cf good citizens, finely fitted to
much better patronage throughout the opens Sept. 23d. In quoting
from
health a-nd better
lives for the September, and we believe the hot meet com-petenJJly all- cf the many ob
summer season, and in fact all of President Hyde’s letter, he states:
children
of
cur
State
and our coun els warn’d receive nearly as good a ligation® which the high privilege of
the hotels from Kittery to Eastiport,
“ Our long vacation is mainly in
patronage during the month- of Sep- American citizenship Involve®.—C. L
derive more or less benefit from: the order to enable students to earn try, I am, etc.’
“
Quoting
f-rem
a
letter
cf
recent
te
be-r as any other month-, except Gilman in Minneapolis News.
summer trade.
T!he committee, af money in summer position.’
date from President Arthur L. Race for the fact that many c f the
ter carefully considering the , situat
“ President Ira L. Reeves of Nor
ion, believe the only way to increase wich University makes the following of the Ma-ssachusetts, Hotel- Associa schools open the last of August cr
tion:
\
first of September, a-s you wall notice
the tourist business is to prolong the statement:
‘‘
‘Replying
tcyouir recent com by Prof. Fi-sher’® letter.
season, and are working in conjunct
“ ‘Your letter cf Dec. 15 in regard
ion with the Chamber of Commerce. to longer periods of vacation has munication concerning the opening
“ It wil-1 also give the poor student |
ot schools, I will say that I am heart an opportunity to earn something!
The work of the Chamber of Com been received.
My own personal
merce is to induce the wealthy opinion is that the school year is- en ily in- favor of this movement, and during the first 20 day® of Septemb-;
people of the South to come
to tirely too long for the grades. I am that I will be pleased to present this er.
Many of them are employed in
Maine earlier in the season, say a thorough believer in surrounding matter to cur members at the next the hotels and canning industries tn
the first of June.
The Hotel Com school children with every facility meeting.’
the three states particu'a-rl-y men-j
“ Quoting from a letter from the
mittee is working on the other end for developing them physically and
t'oned, and in a great many instamc-1
of the season.
It appears to them also with an environment which in it-1 proprietor cf the Hotel Reneselaer, e". have to leave their work to a-tteaid
In, certain Maine lakes and pondi,
that the only feasible way to length self will have a most excellent ef Troy. New York:
school at a time when it is not only
fishing through, the dee i® now allow
“
‘In
reply
to
your
letter
cf
Dec.
en the summer resort period is by fect on their future good morals and
a ba-ndiieap to themselves, but to the'r ed, the law stating that “ pickerel
postponing the opening of the schools am therefore in entire sympathy with 15, which came to my attention yes employers.
may he taken pt any time through
terday on m-y return to Troy after a
until after the 20th. of September. ycur movement.’
“ We do not expect every college the iqe in waters open to ice fishing
short absence, regarding the open
ing of schools early in September, president, high school and normal for landlocked salmon, trout, togue,
.................................................... ....................... .......................iiiiiiiiimiiiimiiimimiimiimmmiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimimiiU:
would say I person-ally feel certain school principal to agree with us to white perch and black bass as here
that our association would gladly co the letter in this movement; but inafter provided, but in no other watthere are so many educational work- j erg( with not more than five set 'ines
operate with you.’
“ Quoting from Prof. H. W. Fisher, ers that are in hearty accord with |u , eaJCh fa-mi-ly when fishing through
jm
day time and when
supervising principal of the Washing this movement, together with 21,000 ^j-e
p<f
-.timers
of
all
classes,
we
feel
it
unifier
the
immediate
personal superton Schools of Pittsburg, Pa.:
A fine set o f sporting camps in one o f Maine’ s best |
“ ‘My attention wa® recently called ought not to be a difficult matter to vision of the person fishing, and durj
hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- | to a movement on foot in New Eng precure a Universal School Daw, i-f irg February and March, citizens of
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
land, looking toward a postponement we can have the co-op ©ration, of all the state may fish for and take land
locked salmon, trout, togue. white
cf the time for opening the annual interested parties in New England.”
( Si-gned)
perch and black bass, with not more
school term until after the first cf
WILBUR T. EMERSON.
than five set lines to each family
October in each year. The writer
Secy-T-rea®. Maine Hotel Assn.
when fishing through the ice in the
has spent a lifetim-e in the profes
day time, and when under the im
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
sion a-s teacher, nine years as coun
TEACH THEM YOUNG
mediate personal supervision cf the
ty superintendent a-nd thie past 40
-----------person fishing, and may convey them
years as supervising principal in one
Of course it was mighty pleasant to to th-elr own hemes for consumption
nf the largest sub-districts in the city
of Pittsburg, Pa.
He lias had to give that boy a .22 rifle for Christ therein but not otherwise in the lakes
Hi® delight at the gift warm designated.
do
with
all
phases
of
educational mas.
PHILLIPS,
^
MAINE
problems, and h-is experience has led ed the cockles of you-r heart.
“ All the lake®, p-cavd® and rivers in
But ycur gift and Ms delight in it Penobscot county except Passadumhim to believe that ou-r American
children spend too much cf their carried with it the obligation on your keag river or stream, and OoM
time in the school room po-ring over part to see tha-t h-e learned to use it Stream, Ware, Davis and Puffer
text-book® and consequently not a suf not onil-y efficiently, but also with- pend®, provided, however, that no per
ficient amount of time out of doers-, due cure for the safety of others and son can catch or have in possess!*
-in touch with nature, where alone of liimseif.
more than five £Lsh in ail through tieJust recently we ran aoros® a tran ice in any one day in Brewer pond.’’
are to be found the themes which,
make for vigorous manhood and wo script c f a lengthy speech made by
seme school teacher to a lot more cf
manhood.
Whenever you write to one of oar
“ ‘At present many of our city and ^ns -sort contending that military
rural schools epen on th-e las-t Mon- training was bad, both physically and advertisers, don't forget to mention
In hi® Maine Woods.
It Is Important today in August or the first Monday monaily, for growing boys.
in September.
Under this pemiic-cus eagerness to prove his case he went you to do so; important to us
rule thousands of children remain in on piling u-p arguments until he got the advertiser naturally wants to
the country and do not enter sch-col to making assertions widely at var
know where you found hla name.
until after September 15.
Close ob iance with the facts.
A®,
for
instance,
that
it
wa®
i-mposservation shc-w® that at the end of
the semester, the pupils entering s;ble to teach young boys to handle

WANT UNIVERSAL
SCHOOL LAW

Plan for Longer Vacations May
Prove a Popular One.

ICE FISHING
NOW ALLOWED

Certain Maine Lakes and Poods
May Be Fished.

A REAL BARGAIN
$3,000

|

|

MAINE WOODS,

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

P A L M E R E N G IN E S AND
LA U N C H ES.

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
'

--------Enclosed please find $1.00 for

Young
w om tn
going
%•
Boston
to
w ork
or
a n y l a d y g o i n g to B oot*n for
pleasure
or
on
sh opping
t r i p w i t h o u t m slo esco rt will
f in d ths

a

--------------one

year’ s

subscription to

Franklin Square
House

M a in e W o o d s (outing edition.)

a d e l i g h t f u l p l a c e to stop. A
H o m e - H o t e l In th s heart of
Boston
e xc lu sive ly
for wo
men.
630 r o o m s , sa fe, com
f o r t a b l e c o n v e n i e n t of access
p r ic e s reasonable-.
F or p a r

N a m e ............................ ...................V.....................................................
Address......................................................................................................

tlcula rs

State

.............................1.....................................

;

and

p rice s

address

Mias Castinc C. Sw anson. Supt., 11 E. Newton St.. Boston. Maw

Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for C8nort
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland. Me.

TAXIDERMISTS
G. YV. PICK EL,

,

TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting: Goods. Fishing Tscki*
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGELEY.
MAIN!

“ Monmouth Mocoasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbenreu
Known the world ov*>r for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth.

-
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by Mr. Sherman, referred to in tine to find this out is to look over the
O.,
3,415 3,319 9718
above communication;
1915 trapshooting averages and try Killiam, St. Louis,
Now, I’m no conservation ‘‘nut.” I to select therefrom Alb American am
Mo.,
5,520 5,364 9717
believe the good Lord put the mater ateur and professional teams, team's
ial things of thiiis earth here for our that would, fit to best together G'bbs, Union City,
Temn.,
3,000 2,898 9660
use; but there is a LLmdit, and I re against any other team or teams'
Clark, Alton, III.,
3,880 3,743 9647
fuse to think that any man or com that could be selected,
Crosby, O'-FalHon, III., 4,050 3,906 9644
pany of men may be allowed to ruin
The matin trouble in a thing of
Taylor, Newark, O., 3,755 3,620 9640
tbe natural resources of this country
this kind is that there are so many Lewis, Auburn, 11!., 2,625 2,528 9630
and get away with it.
good men, so many men of evenStripping that forest means more
ability, that some of them must be
Totals,
38,965 37,273 9617
than the mere Loss to that region. It
Hartford, Conn.., Jan. 11, 1916.
eliminated, and it dis this elimination,
These figures quite naturally show
strikes at every industry and com
process' that takes so much time. It the professionals -to be tine better
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
munity on the whole length cif the
isn’t quite so difficult to pick AllIn my Last Recreation I read an longest river in New England.
snots, but the margin is extremely
The
football!
and
basebaill
article by Leonard Dewitt Sherman timber could be logged off properly, American
s right. No amateur was- selected who
about a Boston firm, who had bought just as was done thirty years ago, if teams, because there are numerous had shot at less than 2,100 targets,
all the soft wood in the northern part they cared to do it that wtay; and if players in these two branches of and no professional- who had shot at
of New Hampshire and were going to the Company, in chasing the dollars sport who stand out head and shoul less than 2,500 targets.
Th© ama
cut it all off leaving the slacking around the hush, do not see their ders above all the rest.
teurs shot at 33,205 targets and miss
and the rest of tine rubbish' that way clear to change their plans, then
Some few weeks ago several writ ed 1,312 of that number.
The pro
comes from such lumbering operat it is a fine chance for the Govern ers broke forth with selections cf fessionals fired at 38,965 targets and
ions just as it fell from the axe. In ment to step in and acquire another AJl-Eastem and AM-Western trap of that number missed connections on
other words they are going to cut National Forest.
Team averages of the
We establish laws shooting teams, and in the main but 1.692.
off New Hampshire's head.
Now if that circumscribe the conduct of these teams were chosen from the amateurs give them 96.04, while the
it isn’t too much •trouble I should Like nearly all businesses; w,e tell the
you to see if you can not put in a railroads, the steamship lines, etc.,
word and help us sportsmen to try that they must do'thus and so for the1
and get the state loresters woke UP public good; but show me a statute
enough to keep some of tine timber - that puts a limit to what a timber- j
bogs irem spoiling this beautiful [and owner may do to a forest—outnorthern state country of ours. What SK]e the National' Forests. And don’t
can be done in New Hampshire can Itry to teffl, me that the
of timb
be done in Vermont and Maine.
er-land doesn’t affect you and me.
If you will read Mr. Sherman’s ar
We nave to admit that the returns
ticle in tile January Recreation you from growling timber are slow, almost
will understand what I mean a great I|too slow for private enterprise. Natdeal better.
I know your nice Little urally, an individual wants an early
paper, the Maine Woods, (I want to return on hi® investment.
We can
say right here its little I know but not blame him.
Tine sconier we rea
It covers a lot of ground) could reach lize, as a nation, that timber grow
a lot of men who would be glad to ing is too big for private capital, the
put in a protest to such willful and i better.
Of all the things proposed
wasteful and
unnecessary spoiling for Government ownership, none is
what Nature made for the benefit of j so peculiarly adapted for that purDi8n.
If you loved the woods as I pose as tbe forests, and none so
<io, you would know how I feel to this vitally affects the welfare of each in
matter.
dividual in the country. Timber can
We must strike while the iron is only be successfully handled by pub
hot. It’s for a good causelic ownership—by the nation, by the
I should think there could be some states, by the townisiMpsi, and that is GOOD HUNTING ON THE HEADWATERS OF 'TH/E AROOSTOOK
RIVER.
way to preserve the forests up in what it must eventually come to.
Courtesy
of
B.
&
A.
R.
R.
the northern part of Maine, New
The continuance of our timber sup
Hampshire and Vermont.
It might ply not only affects the hundreds of
be called The Maine Woods Forest industries directly depending on it, highest ten men from each section professiona'ls have a team average of
Preserve Club and let each one sub but the preservation of the forests in the averages.
Very few writers 96.17.
scribe $1.00 for a year’s dues, giving means the guarantee of our water differed on the teams—but to picking
Some one of these days there will
the money to the forest service of supply—eventually to be the source a representative team, of the nation be a competition between just such
each state to help keep and protect of our light and heat.
there will be quite a difference of teams as the ones selected above. It
tbe forests, making it a social club
All this has been' established.
I opinion, so the writer goes to ft first would be real interesting if such a
and letting each one give the dollar am not saying anything new, and I to give all the others' a chance to contest could he staged in the im
of their own free will for such as am repeating it because the cold facts shoot his team to pieces— if they mediate future, but of course, there
preventing fires and lumber compan have been brought forcibly home to can.
isn’t much likelihood of such a thing
ies from wasting and spoiling the me jin connection with tbe country
Here are the teams'—ten .amateur this season.
beauty of o u t forests.
I have referred to.
In connection with the teams there
and the same number of profession
Perhaps you will think me a crank
If these facts could be as plainly als, teams whiicib if combined could are several little things that are also
on the woods matter and I am.
If brought before every
individual in defeat any 20 trapshcoters cn the worth -mentioning. , WoolfkiLl Hend
1 could have my way I would net let these United (States we would, soon face of the globe:
erson, the leading amateur shot, had
a tree smaller than. 18 inches be cut iiave a public opinion that would de
an average cf 96.63 last year, one
fer the next 50 years in any State to ' rnand some Government action, and
less in every hundred than his record
Amateurs.
the Union,
our ch ief Forester, Mr. Graves, would
cf this year.
Spencer, who Leads
Shot
I am yours truly,
jnot have to say, as he diid when the
Shooter.
place from at br'ke p. c. the pro’s, had an average of 96.33 in
G. B. B. Isituation in northern New Hampshire Header sen, Lexington,
1914, so he also bettered his mark
The columns of Maine Woods are v,a,s cai,ied to his attention:
Ky.,
2800 2731 9753 one in a 100 over the year previous.
always open for discussions of this
“ It is a great pity.
This is only Huntley, Chicago, 111., 3900 3775 9679 Newcomb, the
amateur
handicap
Lind, and it is hoped that we shall cue o f hundreds of similar cases Wriglit, Buffalo, N. Y., 3455 3333 9646 champion, has the lowest average of
bear from those (both for and a- throughout the country.
The Depart
*ainst) who are interested, as every memt of Forestry would gladly help
one should be to a matter of such, if it might, hut we are fighting day
vital importance.
and night from one year’s end to an
Following are a few extracts from other to hold what we already have.”
the article in the January Recreation
And there you Lave it!
I often wish' I might do something
big; that my occupation and life were
of more importance to the community
and country, and yet. when I look
about and see what some men do in
TIME TABLE
their quest of the eiusiive dollar, I
In Effect, December 13, 1915.
praise God that no part of my busin
FARMINGTON1 Passeng-er Trains leave Farm‘‘To belli with pos
iHTton for Phillips. Rangeley and Bigelow, at ess motto reads:
5.15P.M.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas- terity.’’

Preservation of the Forests Means
the Guarantee of Water
Supply.

SANDY RIVER t RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

wnger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.65 A. M.
*nd from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10

P. M.

Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at
1100 A. M.
STRONG Passenger trains arrive at Strong
Phillips at 6.23 V. M.. and from Phillips and
1.34 P. M., and from Bige|ow at 1.15
P.
from Farmington at 12.37 P.
and
5-47P. M. Passenger trains leave S trong for
at 6.23 A . M. and 1 37 P. M. For
12.87 P. M. For Phillips and Range6.47 P. M. For Bigelow at 2.00 P. M. and
Kingfield at 5.50 P. M.
Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M,
Kingfield at 8.25 A. M.. and'from Farm
at 11.45 A. M. Leaves fo r Phillips at 1.40
for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave fo r Farmingtonat 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
5-15P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm
ington at 12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Range
rs at 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
Train leaves fo r Farmington at 7.30 A.
M., Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm
at 2 15 P. M.

from
Rswjeley at
M., and
Ptrmiagton
Phillips at
iey at
for
Mixed
ondfrom
ington
P- M. and

M.

Mixed
ington

RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r Farm
10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P- M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.45 P. M,
and leaves at 7.30 A. M.

ington at

SALEM Passenger Train leaves fo r Strong
12.50 P. M. and for Bigelow at 2.38 P. M.

at

KINGFIELD MixedTrain leaves for Bigelow at
145 A. M. Passenger train leaves fo r Bigelow at
“•53P. M. Mixed train arrives from Bigelow at
uM A. M., and passenger train arrives from
Rigelow at 4.50 P. M. Passenger train leaves
f°r Farmington at 12.30.
BIGELCW Mixed train arrives from Kingfield
9.16 A. M., and departs fo r Kingfield and
at 10.00 A. M. Passenger train ar
rives from Farmington at 3.43 P. M. and departs
at 4.00 P. M.

Farmington
for Kingfield

F. N. BEAL, Gen’ I Manager,
Phillips, Maine.
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and eels whose power cf generating
electricity is so great that the arm
of a strong man is numbed from
contact with one of them—'all these
were described by Dr. Ulinic Dalilgreen before the members of the
Franklin institute at Philadelphia.
Doctor DahUgreen talked on ‘‘Product
ion of Electricity by Animals.” And
he pointed out that it was; only by
fish that electricity was produced' by
living organisms for any apparent Use,
with, the single exception of a moHusk
found in Asia Minor.
The fislhes mentioned- as capable of
shocking other members of the finny
tribe by electric flashes from, their
eyes were along the coast of New
Jersey, h© said.
Some of the elec
tric eels found to South American
waters, Doctor Dahigreen explained,,
were capable of generating a current
of mere than 600 volts', although; they
could, as a rule, deliver net more
than 250 volts, because of the resis
tance of their own bodies.
Certain torpedo fish-es were de
scribed by Doctor Dahigreen. as capa
ble of generating electricity in suf
ficient quantities to- numb their ene
mies and also to facilitate the cap
ture cf their prey.

QUESTIONABLE
VALUE TO STATE
The Fish and Game Commission has
just started a census of the inland
hunting and fishing resorts of the
State.
The
preparation for this
work has been, made with great care,
the commission being fully aware of
the great importance of accurate in
formation to the rest of the United
States as to the attractions' to th-at
line held out by the Pine Tree State,
as well as the corresponding impor
tance to our State that those advan
tages be correctly and fully present
ed.
Hence all person,s interested
and engaged in fishing and hunting
in Maine are asked to lend their aid
in giving publicity to those unsurpas
sed facilities for those greatest cf
all sports.
To that end a set of
blanks has been prepared and is
being sent out to the licensed sport
ing camp® to the State and to the
clerks of the towns and plantations,
which wfl! give the commission a vast
amount of (information to add; to that
already on file.
That information),
it is needless to say, will be spread
broadcast in the interests of adver
tising Marine as the premier hunting
and fishing resort of the country.
The blanks sent to the sporting
camps proprietors include a list of
questions which locate the camp, its
surroundings, its attractions,
the
gam© of that section, how the camp
can be reached, etc.
The hl-ank to the town clerks- ask®
for information regarding1 each lake
and pond of 10 acres or more in the
town, with location, approach-, kinds
cf fish therein, hotels, camps and
how many they will accommodate,
facts -about deer hunting, kinds of
game birds and other attractions to
out-cif-tihe-,State visitors.
Th© department feels that the in
formation secured in- thfi,s way will be
of inestimable value to the State,
when compiled and sent out as adver
tising the fish and gam© attractions
we can offer.

ALL-AMERICAN TRAPSHOOT
ING TEAM.

All men aine horn equal, but they
do not remain that way long, says
Peter P. Carney.
ROUGH WATER ON THE WCBST BRANCH
There are some men who can’t he
Courtesy of B. & A. R. R.
kept down, and there afre many
others wlho find' the pace too fast—
the ten amateur shooters yet there
irrespective of the speed of the Ridley, Wihat C-heer,
la.,
2300 2215 963 are many will© think be is the best
procession—and drop back.
It Us just the same in sports as in Jahin,, Davenport. Ia., 2100 2019 9614 amateur gun to' the laind.
Little Delaware furnished two cf
business.
Ability dis the main) fac Richardson, Dover,
the
ten amateurs selected. Pennsyl
Del.,
3480
3329
9566
tor in success.
In s>porting circles
you are told that “ dlais® will tell.” Behan, Easterly, Pa., 4285 4098 9563 vania, with -its 500 gum clubs, couldn't
furnish more thaai that in the select
It dees, and the inferior performers Graper, Custer Park,
gathering.
Both; are amateurs.
St.
111.,
3480
3328
9563
are soon lost track of.
Louis, Mo., furnished two of the ten
All tlniis leads up to tine main is Foord, Wilmington,
It i-s a nctioeabl
Del.,
2805 2680 9554 professional shots.
sue—the selection of all American
amateur and professional trapshoot Newcomb, P-biilia., Pa., 4600 4385 9532 fact that few of th© real good trapshots c-ome from the large cities.
ing teams.
It takes some tame to
Total®,
33,205 31,893 9604
get to tine pith of this kind of a story
FISH HAVE NOVEL WEAPONS
There are more than a million trapProfessionals.
shots in Am,erica., and it is; only to
Among Them Is the Power to Gen
Shot
be expected that some chiatff should1
erate Electricity to a Most Re
Shooter.
place from at b-r’ke p. c.
become mixed with, the wheat.
markable Degree.
However, there are more; men of Spencer, St. Louis,
Mo.,
5,620 5,480 9750
equal ability, calibre, or - class, a®
Pishes that discharge electric cur
you care to term it, among the de German, Aberdeen,
Md„
4,550 4,433 9742 rents from their eyes1; other denizens
votees of ‘ ‘the sport alluring” than
are to be .found in any other line of Reid, Seattle, Wash., 2,550 2,482 9733 of the deep iwho entrap their prey
by enveloping it tin an electric fluid
sporting activity.
The quickest way Young, Springfield..,

SPORTING CAMP
AT PORTAGE LAKE
Barber of Bangor Will Be the
Proprietor.
Harry W. Laimison, for the past sev
eral years employed at Sanborn's
barber shop in Bangor has purchased
th© property at Portage lake former
ly known as the Hiiland cottage, when
it was owned by
summer visitors
from Washington, D. C., and plan®
opening up a sporting camp there in
the spring. -Mir,. Lajmison i® one of
the most popular barbers in the city
as well as being a moat efficient
workman-.
Mr. Lamson’s camps-, which will be
known a® Th© Birches, are about
one mile from the railroad station
and on a fine automobile road. Mr.
Lam-son will build two
additional
camps early to the spring, in expec
tation o-f a large number of visitors;.
Hi® many friends1 extend their best
wishes for hi® success in hriis new vo
cation, that of condluetriug a sporting
camp.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

1. W. Brackett Co.
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among the grip sufferers and almost
AROUND THE
every family in, the village has some
sick ones.
•ALOCAL STORES

FEDERATED CHURCH.
Mis® Belle Adams,
secretary and
Frank Lowelil, a respected citizen
Ansco cameras, Ansco films, eyko
treasurer cf Franklin County Sunday of this town passed away Tuesday
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
L. B. BRACKETT,
paper,
the three strong links in pho
School. Association officially visited at about 6 o ’clock p. m., after only
Business Manager
Calendar
for week ending February
tography.
If it isn’t an Ansco it
the Methodist Sunday school •last a few days’ illness from pneumonia.
isn’t the best.
A. G. Cronkhite can 19.
OUTING EDITION
Sunday.
This school bias greatly in Mr. Lowell who lives a short distance tell you all about them.
Sunday, * Feb. 13: 10.45.—Morn
pages . ....... ................................... $1.00 per year
creased in attendance during
the from, the village was oil the Street
ing worship.
Sermon, “The Bible
LOCAL EDITION
past year, there being 70 present Last Friday talking with friends. and said
Doctrine of Holiness.” 12.10—Sunday
12 and 16 pages ............. ................. $1.58 per year
The
Bedgeley
store
advertises
some
In this school three new that he did not feel well, and he
s'I iqcI.
7,30—People’® service. Musk
Canadian, Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub Sunday.
.
It s^eemed firs't-ciiassi corsets:
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription classes have been added during the was taken dll that night.
by Choral Club. Address,
“Ltn.
6 cents extra.
past year and tinere are four large a serious case from the first. Hi.s
coin’s Land.”
When in need of a good suit or
organized classes. According to sta son, Prescott LoWeld of Boston came
Monday, Feb. 14.—Neighborhood
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
nurse, overcoat, one that will hold its shape sociable.
has made the Monday and also, a trained
19«9. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under tistics this school
His youngest son, Har and color and £*ive good service -to
the A ct of March 3. 1879.
most advancement of auy in the, Mis.® Mutty.
Thursday, Feb. 17: 7.30.—Midweek
ry has been at heme all winter with the wearer, call on D. F. Hoyt.
county.
prayer meeting.
Tim Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
his parents.
Mrs. Lowell and the
Mrs. Emma. Raymond is rushing on.
state ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Canaptwo
sons
have
much
sympathy in. thus
C. F. Chandler & Sen have some METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
n « and Outing newa, and the Franklin county work so as to occupy her new quart
sorrow that has come to them. The thing new in rugs, Congoleum. They
oeally.
ers in the building next to the one
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
funeral services are to be held this are sanitary, den It fade in the sun,
she is now occupying as a. restaurant.
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
nod game photographs from its readers.
afternoon at 2 o’clock at the home o'ean by water and are absolutely
When ordering the address oi your paper She expects to be nicely settled by
Sunday, February
13.—Morning
They have them in all worship, 10.45.
hanged, please give the old as well as new the middle of March, at the latest. on Kelley Hill, Rev. M. S. Hutchins, waterproof.
Sermon,
“ Divine
officiating.
d dress.
sizes:
Her new house is to. be thoroughly
Love.”
Sunday school, 12. luniar
Last Sunday inarming at the Meth
League, 3.
Epworth League devot
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1916. renovated with paint and paper. On odist church, a. large audience listen
Another nice lot of tangerines at ional meeting, 7. Subject, “The Mys
the first fleer there will be the
office, dining room,
kitchen, batli ed to a very deep and scholarly ser the store of George Bean.
tery o f a Minority’s Might.” Leader,
room and pantry and on the upper mon by the pastor, Rev. Bessie F.
Mrs. Oscar Fogg.
Gospel service of
floor the living room and six bed Crowell, B. A., from the text, ‘‘Grow
A large assortment of valentines song and praise, 7.30.
rooms.
She already has three bed in Grace and the Knowledge of Our appropriate to send to a friend of
Tuesday, Feb. 15.—Unicn service
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.” The any age at E. R. Toothaker’s.
rooms furnished and occupied.
in the interest of Sunday School
Miss Lillian. Tocthaker is. having a congregation® at this church are
work.
Address by Mr. W. J. Weir
vacation from her school on
the steadily increasing in number and
You will now find a complete line of Portland, State Secretary of Sun
interest and the church, is in a more
Mile Square.
of lawns, nainsooks and long cloth day School Work.
As already announced, the Frank prosperous, condition along all lines at C. M. Hbyt’ s.
Thursday, Feb. 17.—Midweek pray
er meeting, 7.30.
lin County Rural Carrier Association of work than it has been for several
will meet in Farmington, Washing years.
When you can’t get ‘ ‘Wild,,” get a
Nearly everyone in town, has more
ton’s Birthday, when it is hoped the
can of the Magic Plumber and it
carriers’ wives, or ladies will, accom or less sickness in lids family, the will work fine cn your clogged up
(Special to Maine Woods.)
pany
them as well as the substitute grip and pneumonia being quite pre waste pipes:
Rangeley, Feb. 7.—Rangeley has
It positively will not
carriers
and postmasters throughout valent.
injure the finest plumbing,
thaws
had all kinds wealthier this week. Fcxr
A trained nurse is caring for Mr. drain
pipes, clears
refrigerators,
several day® it rained, tben, froze, the county, as far as may he. also
making the finest skating of the sea others interested in. the R. F. D. Francjis Farnham whose condition cleans, deodorizes and disinfects. For
There will be ’ 3 stifll very serious.
sale by the Phillips Hardware Co.
son.
Thie ice boats made the best service will attend.
a
carriers’
business
meeting
in tihe
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel T. Allen of
of it, too, for a few days. Thursday
Ar Strong were in town Tuesday night
it snowed and blew a gale so that county building in the forenoon..
Henry Beal has an ad. of interest
rangements
have
been,
made
with
the
and attended the roll call cif Saddle to you in the classified column.
the fields are again covered with
ladies
of
the
A
ux
Hilary
S.
of
V.
to
back Ledge.
The State Museum has received a
their winter blanket.
furnish dinners at Grand Army ball
handsome
mounted specimen, of an
Messrs. J. A. B. Cowles of New
The 1913 Club will be entertained
Grafamolas at Floyd E. Barker’s
at 1 o’clock.
The hall will be open
English white swan,
presented by
York and J. H. Miandhette of Bruns
this
week
by
Mrs.
F.
S.
Haley.
and
all
the
latest
records
to
go
with
throughout the day and at 2 o'clock
Merrill Goddard of New York, Sumwick arrived Saturday night for a
Miss
Fairbrother
of
Canada
is
the
I
them.
there will be a public meeting, after
day editor of the New York Ameri
few day’s “ cruise’’ In the woods.
wbaoh the carriers will transact un guest of friends in town and is visit
can and a former Augustan.
Mr.
Mr. H. S. Schellenger of Philadel
ing at Mrs. George Dunham’s.
finished business.
Goddard
ha®
a
summer
home
at
N
asphia and nurse, Miss Wood, are here
The condition of Mrs. Octavia
At a business meeting of the Con
keag, Brooklyn, and is enjoying the
for a few days. ' Saturday with Vic
Badger,
who
suffered
a
paralytic
experiment of raising water fowl. One
tor Fuller, guide, they drove to Ken- gregational church held at the Parish stroke last week remains about the
Feb. 7.
of his swans escaped and a ‘‘gun
nebago and cooked liumchi in the House last Saturday night the fio/Ilaw- same, being unable to move herself
The masked ball given by George ner,” who thought he was shooting
•'ng officers were elected for the eiir
guides' camp.
cr
speak
very
much..
Miss
Elsie
Moores January 28th, was as usual at some wild bard, killed it. The spec
suing year:
Clerk and treasurer,
D. P. Rodgers and W. H. Hayes of
tlie event of the season.
About 60 imen is a beauty and wilt make a
Miss Cora Wheeler; trustees, Mrs. Badger is the nurse.
Boston returned home the latter part
Hon. N. P. Noble returned Wed couple formed on for the grand marc
N. P. Noble, Mrs. J. W. Brackett,
handsome addition to the Museum
of the week after spending a few
Mrs. F. N. Beal.
At this meeting nesday from South Paris where he led by George Moores and Mrs. collection.
days in the woods.
representing
seven applications for membership had been since Saturday, called there 'Charles E. Moo,res,
BIRTHS.
H. A. Look of Kennebago Lake were voted on, and accepted.
by the illness and death of his broth Might and Morning.
The costumes
House registered here Thursday en
were especially good. Farmers, hob-1 Industry, Feb. 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Harris was. quite ill last er, Mr. Charles Noble.
route to Portland.
Willie Tibbetts week, threatened with, pneumonia,
grinder®,! Eltridge Rand, a daughter.
The King’s Daughters will hold a nebed with clowns, organ
of the same hotel has returned from but we are .gfllad to state is recover food sale March 4th, the place to be dudes, flower girls,
fortune tellers',: East Dixfieid, Jan. 31, to Mr. and
Boston with hiis son , Pay son - much ing from, the attack.
decided by the committee a little Spanish grandees attended eld maids Airs. Harcid Knapp, a son, (Harold
improved in health.
The soliciting committee will and young maids, and all paid their Clifford).
Tuesday evening, February 15, a later.
Following are recent arrivals: A. L union service in the interest of Sun be Mrs. Etta Smith, Mrs. Georgia respect to Uncle Sam and the God
Savage, Stratton; Joseph Pitts, Har day school w'ork will, be held in the Masterman and Mrs. Eva Toothaker; dess of Liberty.
The usual medley,
DEATHS.
rison; C. L. Young, H. T. Lowell, C. Methodist church, beginning at 7.30. those having the sale in charge, Mrs. but every performer acted ‘‘to ti e
K. Barker., Le-wliston; F. N. Harris, An address will, be given by Mir. Edward Greenwood, Mrs. F. S. Haley, manor born.”
Not the least anieng
Strong, February 5, Mrs.
Cora
Rangeley; W. H. Littlefield, Saco; W. Wesley J. Weir of Portland,
the attractions was the abundant and Knapp, aged 56 years, 7 months. '
State Mrs. C. F. Chandler.
H. Merrill, Portland;
Wesley
W. Secretary of Sunday School work to
Patrons of the Phillips post office well served supper for which Mr.; Phillips, February 8, Mr. Frank
Bates, Portland; A. Craig, Bangor; which the public are cordially invited are glad to see Lubert Pratt at the Moores is famous.
Dancing ccntiu-: Lowell, aged 64 years.
Leon D. Haley, Rangeley; E. M. Sav
Lubert was
a |ued until a late hour in the morning j
The music at the Grange hail. Sat delivery window*
age, F. R. Robinson, Portland; T. C. urday nights of .late, furnished by popular clerk while serving
CARD OF THANKS.
under 1and everybody went home wishing |
Bateman, Madison; H. A. Look, Kem- Leon Wing and Mrs. Charles Harris, Mr, Haley and many friends are Jt.hat George had several birthdays to |
nebago; P. H. Garvin, Miss. Wood., is being much, complimented.
pleased to have him retained. Post j celebrate instead of only one each j We wish to thank the many friend*
Boston; H. S. Schell eager, Philadel
who extended kindly sympathy in
master
Bates is fortunate in having year.
The community was Shocked to
phia; J. A. B. Cowles, New York;
Delbert
Morrell
visited
lids
gnandour
recent sorrow and affliction. Also
Mrs.
Beal
and
Mr.
Pratt
as
assistant
1cairn of the death of Mins. Cora
J. H. Marchette, Brunswick; H. E.
Mrs. E. B. Currier and Mrs. F. S. jmother, Mrs. Melissa Morrell over for the beautiful flowers sent.
Knapp which took place at Bell's
Pickford, Pick ford’s Oam.ps.
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. CannoH Knapp, *
hospital, Sunday at about 6 o’clock Haley will entertain the King’s Daugh
Fred A. Richardson went to Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Knapp,
House Friday
where she had been operated on for ters at the Parish
Monday for a few weeks’ stay with
Mr. and Mrs. Will Dill,
appendicitis the Wednesday preced evening, February 18, when a tasting
relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Knapp,
ing.
Her condition had been, most party will, be enjoyed.
A very interesting meeting of Sand
Clyde C. Knapp.
favorable up to within a few hours
Selectmen J. Blaine Morrison and i
River Grange was held last Saturday.
t l T h e classified page c.f her deatlh, and the sad news came N. E. Butler wentVo Augusta Mon Several officers' which were net pre
NOTICE.
to relatives and friends as a great day to accompany Alice Lufkin to
at installation were installed by
con stitu tes a clea rin g shock, and who have sincere sympa the Insane hospital. Miss Lufkin sent
This is to certify that I have given
thy in their great sorrow. The fun has only been home from there about the new Master, Nathan Beedy.' The
for the present year are: my son. Herbert Lakin, l:fs time dur
h ou se
“ W h i t e eral services, v’ere held at KingfieOd three weeks, and her condition is officers
Tuesday afternoon, Rev. M. S. Hutch such that it seemed advisable for h.er Master, Nathan Beedy; Overseer, ing the rest o f bis minority and shall
Chas. E. Moores; Lecturer, Mrs. War collect none of his wages nor pay any
Elephants.”
ins officiating.
An extended obituar to receive further treatment.
ren Hdnkley; Steward, Charles M^- bill® contracted by him after this
notice will be published later.
K'cnney; Asst. Steward,, Rion Wing; date.
tJM ost people have a All will want to attend the Valen
Chaplain, Mrs: Hannah' Smith; Treas
G. L. Lakin.
tine Neighborhood social next Mon
WIN SHIP DISTRICT
urer, Mrs. A. C. Moore; Secretary, Jan. 25, 1916.
w h ite
elep h a n t — a day evening at the Parish House.
Mrs. Herbert Lufkiin; Gate Keeper,
There will be games and stunts ap
Everett Wing; Cones, Mrs. Nathan
discarded article which propriate
to the day. Mrs. Everett
;
Feb. 9.
Beedy; Pomona, Mrs. Charles E.
Mrs. A. G. Cronkhdte, Mrs.
Seventeen of the neighbors and I Moore; Flora, Mrs. Charles' McKeneither has served its J.Knapp,
I have opened a fully equipped office
Blaine Mcsriscn will be the host friends of Walter Heath, gathered at
ney; Lady Ass’t. Steward, Mrs. Bicn in Belfast, Me., including a grinding
1 is home last Friday to work up his Wing.
purpose or for other esses.
The question for discussion plant which will enable me to duplicate
wood pile.
J. I. Hamden took his was opened by Bion, Wing and ably broken lenses and make other repairs
the same day received. Although 8
gasolene engine over afbl sawed the handled by Fred Hathaway, Charles little farther away the mail service is
reasons is not earning
wood as fast as it was hauled into Prescott, Charles Moore and Nathan just about the same as at New Sharon.
All you need to do is to send the broken
the yard.
By night a good sized Beedy.
its room.
lenses or if I have previously fitted you.
pile
was
all’
sawed
and
about
two
The many friendis of Mrs. Cora I have the record to refer to which will
^ Every white elephant A myriad of gifts for Birth cords were left unsawed. At noen Knapp in this vatedmdty were shocked insure
prompt, accurate and efficient
days, Engagements, W eddings
Mrs. Heath served an excellent baked to learn of her sudden death.
AM service.
and
Anniversaries
are
contained
I shall continue my visits to Phillips,
yours has a cash value
bean dinner, which, was much' apprec wish to extend to thie bereaved fam
Rangeley and other towns as often ss
in our large and varied stock. iated.
Mr. Heath is getting on as ily their heartfelt sympathy.
there is a reasonable demand for my
to some one.
He is Willard Perry met with, a painful services.
Many inexpensive, but dainty, well "as can be expected.
Thanking you for past patronage and
pleased to receive callers, as he has accident last Week, falling from a
< I A want ad will find, novelties make excellent gifts, many lonely hours to pass away.
desiring a continuance of same.
sled and breaking his, hip.
and we have them in abundance.
F R A N K F. GRAVES,
J. I. Hamden was in. Weld Sun
Mrs. Ed Berry is ccnfined to her
buyer for a few cents.
day to see his uncle, Eben Hamden, bed, with a serious1 attack of stomach
Graduate Optometrist
He remains about trouble.
BELFAST,
MAINE
.
Phillips,
Maine who is very i'll:
the same.
Mr. and Mrs. Seym,our Berry are
Phillips, M aine

BESTSKATING
OF THE SEASON

Some Recent Arrivals at the
Rangeley Tavern.

SPECIMEN IS
A BEAUTY

New York Man Gives English
White Swan to Museum.

MADRID

of

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

THE GIFT STORE

of

a

A. G. CRONKHITE,
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A. 36.3; Gilman, 35.
LIVERMORE FALLS inson,
There are quite a number whose
do not appear in this list for
RIFLE CLUB NEWS names
tli e very reason that the captain®

C L A S S IF IE D
Ob* cent ■ wont in advance. No headline or
athw display. Subject* in a. b, c. order

KOK SAJLE—-Desirable house lots In
paillj'ps.
Address Maine Woods.
PRESSED hay at $16 per ton. Small
pigs and ©boats.
B. F. Beal, FhtlUp&, Me.
Smokers, my “ government seal’’ cig
ars are better than most 5
cent
cigars.
Send $1.50 for trial box of
60 cigars and be convinced. J. H.
Harmon, 105 South Mulberry street,
Dept. A., Mansfield, Ohio.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young,
gound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
and light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross,
Phillips, Me.
RABBITS WANTED—Will pay
fif
teen cents each.
Must be in gocd
condition and non-poisonous,
and
dressed leaving Skins on.
Can use
forty per week until April 1st. Tel.
64-15. M. F. Stevens, Dover, Me.

I F iy R o d ’s N o te Book j

Club Will Shoot for a Supper Feb
ruary 7.

BY FLY ROD

Recently it was my pleasure to be
the guests of my okl friends, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry M. Pierce ol’ King & Bart
lett Camps, at their pleasant winter
Louie on High street in Farmington.
From the time the ice gees out until the snow flies, they are “ way off
in the big woods of the Dead River
country,’’ where at the log cabins of
King & Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs. Pierce
have tor over 20 years entertained
many well-known city folks from
Washington, Philadelphia, New York
and Boston, who love woeds life.
Now that most of the public camps
in Maine are reached by automobile
it is a novelty to find a resort like
King & Bartlett reached only by six-

6

have received in exchange for hun
dreds of do'lliars.
Two of the biri'ildant “ pen pushers’’
of the New York Sun, Messrs. E. C.
Iliill and Frank O’Malley were here
for weeks of rest this summer and
plan to return and bring friends with
them.
In the summer of 1914, one day a
party who had been at Jackman, then
to Big Spencer Lake,
followed the
trail across to Pierce’s camp, and
one of the ladies who was charmed
with the novelty of tliei trip, Mrs.
Galt of Washington, D. C., is now
the ‘‘First lady of cur land,” the
bride of President Wilson, and we
hope hias given him such a word pic-

BOBCATS, foxes, wolves exterminat
Dope furnished. Pelts wanted.
Jesse Bently, trapper, Arlington, Vt.

(Special to Maine Woods.)
Monday night, Jan. 31, the gentle
men Shot in the prone position. _ Dr.
Robinson, finding the center nine
times out of ten with a score of 49
while Martelle landed a 48 and 45
and 46 were quite a common score.
Livermore Falls, Feb. 3.
Following is the result of the shoot
of the Livermore Falls Rifle Club against the Rumford Rifle Club:
Flanders,
45 Chiristhope,
41
Marteille,
44 Geer,
41
Locklin,
44 Bean,
41
Bradford,
43 Woods,
41
Dolton,
42 Freeker,
40
Robinson,
42 Proctor,
39
Hatch,
42 Swain e,
38
Tucker,
42 Ranly, *
87
Pengra,
41 Denmordy,
86
Adkins,
41 Pratt,
36

55 VALUABLE FORMULAS, Tricks,
illusions and House Hold hints in my
cteresting magazine of two Issues.
Sent complete for a dime. E. Stanley
Johnson. P. O. Box 144,
Burnside,
Conn.
KING & BARTLETT CAMPS
DIFFERENT FISH STORY
J. Clarence Harvey, the Lambs’ club
wit, is telling this story about elimi
nation:
The proprietor of a fish
store had a new sign.
'•Fresh Fish,
fer Sale Here.’* ‘‘Why say ‘here’ ?”
said the first customer.
“ It’s unnec
essary.” He painted ‘‘here” out. Said
the second customer, “ Why ‘for
sale?’
Of course they’re far sale.”
He painted out two words more.
“Why ‘fresh?’ ” said a third custom
er. “ You wouldn’t sell them If they
weren't fres/b, would you?’’
At last
the sign read just “ Fish.”
Along
came a fourth customer. “ What’s the
use of having that sign.” he asked,
‘ when you can smeill them a block away?”—New York World.

teen miles of real buck beard road,
where the rocks seem to grow bigger
and multiply each year, and by trails
through the wilderness where the log
ging crews have never chopped down
the trees.
Even the rain of the past
smm.er did not prevent many new
comers from “ hitting the trail” and
spending vacation days there and al
ready are .planning to return.
During the last season they made
great improvements at King & Bart
lett by building a fine log
cabin
20x45 for the post office and assemb
ly room.
Here they have a big open
fire, and the guests pass social even
ings dancing and paying cards, while
the gentlemen enjoy a smoke and
“ swap fish stories” and the excited
city people relate their adventures
in the weeds,, where, for the first
time, they have seen the deer or met
a bear on the trail, or whipped some

ture of the beauty of Maine,
they
will some future time come to King
<& Bartlett and enjoy leg cabin life
and forget the worries that the Pres
ident o f the United States can not
escape when, as now, political! clouds
are rising.
After a strenuous summer’s busin
ess which, did not end until after
more than the usual number of hunt
ers had brought out their deer which
they shot, Mr. Pierce ils now with
“ Sport,” one of the best rabbit dogs
in the state, finding excellent kuntim
right here in Farmington.
If one
thinks a rabbit dinner is no( one of
tife best of game feasts served they
should, as I have been, be a guest
cf Harry’s after a day’s hunt, for
Mrs. Pierce knows the art of making
a rabbit stew fit for the King A table.
Fly *Rod.
Farmingtcn, Me., Feb. 3, 1916.

FISHING OUT
OF THE ORDINARY

A bit of fishing Which was at
least a little out of the ordinary was
done in the river above the Augusta
dam Thursday afternoon by Jesise
Keene, one of the drivers for the
Augusta Ice: Co.
Mr. Keene wag at
work with an ice hook getting a
cake of ice out cf the water and as
he landed the block of crystal on the
solid ice of the field he was surpris
ed to find impaled on hlis ice hook
a big sucker.
Just how he chanced
to catch the biig fish he was at a
loss to understand but it is supposed
tli at just as he was about to jab the
cake of iee with, the pick the sucker
390 s.wam by and was in that way caught.
by 36 -—Kennebec Journal.

ed.

WA+NTET>—The people of Phillips,
Avon and Madrid to know' I am agent
for the Aladdin mantle lamp, the beet
and most
economical light In the
world.
Would like to demonstrate
and leave for free trial a lamp In
every home.
Henry B. Beal.

weire net positive of their shooting
but will be chosen later.
Ail come
and shoot.
»
S. A. Lockilin.
38.5; Steam®, 38; Read, E. 37.7; Rob-

426
Livermore Falls winning
points.
Monday night, February the sevent
the Livermore Falls Rifle Club wall
shoot for a supper.
T.he following
sides have been chosen and opposite
their names is the average for the
month of January:
Adkins, Capt. 41.7; Flanders, 43.7;
Record, 42; Winter, 42.5; Locklin,
42; Bnsted t, 41; Ray, 41.5; Hatch,
41.4; Small, 41.4; Roys, 41; Libby,
40; Dr. Waite, 40.7; Pomeroy, G. 40;
Dolton,, 40; Allien, 39.6; Jewell,
F.
38; Sawtelle, W. 38; King, 38.3;
Chandler, 36.7; MjcKenney, 36.6; Foyt,
34.5; Gibbs, 40; Jewell, M. 36; Pushard, B. 39; Waiite, C. 39.8; Bradford,
M. 37.4; Waite, L. 37.4; Fournier, A.
33.3.
Pengra, Capt. 38.7;
Smith,
43.5; Bartlett, P. 43; Buck, 42.5; Clou
tier, 42; Wendell:, 41; Bradford, C.
41.7; Coolidge, J. G. 41.5; Pushard,
E 41.4; Coolidge, S. W. 41; D r.. Rob
inson, 41; Driscoll, 40; Martelle, 40.7
Hall. C. 4 0 ; Newburg, 39.7; Piper, 39;
Dr. Hayden, 38; Nason, 38; French,
36.7; Gilbert, 36.5; Phillips, 32; Wil
son, 39.8; Sawtelle, L. 37; Hyde,

Greenland’s Proper Size.
Corrections made recently in maps
of Greenland have shown it to be
about 150,000 square miles larger than
formerly believed.

The Pleasure
O f an Occasional Trip to

PORTLAND
Will Be Greatly Enhanced I f the

NEW CHASE HOUSE
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Home During Your Stay.
Positively the Only First-Class Modern
House In the City, With All Conven
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Water and Local and Long Distance
Telephone in All Rooms.
Just a step from Monument Square
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
Take the "Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car f.om
Union Station.
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
H. E. TH URSTO N.
R. 1 . HIM M ELEIN.
P rop rietors.
.

AINE WOODS j

FOR

GUNS A N D
FISH-RODS

C on du cts a first class jo b prin tin g d ep artm en t
\L

is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and N Y O I L j
is the best oil he has ever made.
W illia m

F. N ye

w h ich specializes on C am p and H otel w ork

N Y O IL
HAS

NO EQUAL.

Beware of scented mixtures called
oil. Use NYOIL on everything,
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W h y n o t le t u s H e lp
you

w itH

your

a d v e r t is i n g ?

W M . F. N Y E ,

LITTLE KING & BARTLETT

New Bedford, Mass.

'M A P S O F M A I N E
RE SO R TS A N D

ROADS

Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
lor maps of the fishing regions of the
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
ing maps:
$ .50
Franklin County
‘
.50
Somerset County
.50
Oxford County
.50
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
.50
Washington County
LOO
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
Geological map of Maine
’ .
R. R. map of Maine
.35
Androscoggin County
.3f
Cumberland County
.35
Hancock County
.50
Kennebec County
.35
Knox County
-35
Lincoln and aagadahoc Counties
.35
Penobscot County
.50
Waldo County
.35
York County
.35

J. W B R Y C K E T T
Phillips

-

C O .,
M aine.

of the mountain streams with the
tempting fly and been rewarded by a
handsome string cf Brook trout.
This “ hamlet cf log camps,” near
ly 30 in number is a most fascinating
quiet place for one who loves wilder
ness life.
There is a telephone and
each day there is the great event of
t1 e arrival of the buokboard leaded
with Uncle Sam’s mail hags and tin©
parcel post packages'.
This Is where
a number of distinguisil ted doctors, in
cluding Dr. John Marshall of Penn
sylvania University, Dirt J. P. Cros
ier Griffith of Philadelphia, pas®'
weeks of rest.
Net far from oaxntp is a spring of
water that many claim bias been for
them “ life giving” and persons who
have crossed ti e ocean to drink of
the famous springs in the old world,
declare this pure sparkling water, bub
bling right out of the earth miles av.-ay in our Maine wilds, las
f:r
them been a greater benefit than the

LAKE

r if l e m e n

p r a c t is in g

William Burns Scores 49
Possible 50.

Out

.

of

a

W e d esig n and p rin t B ook s, L e a fle ts F old ers,
e t c ., and w ou ld b e pleased

The best score nung up so Car this
season on the indoor range of the
Watarviillle Rifle club Ss the one made
by William Burns, one night this
week when he scared four bulllis and
a nine, making 49 cut of a possible 50
A number of other good scores ha
been made throughout the week and
the boys are rapidly rounding into
shape for the match with the Andros
coggin club, which is scheduJied fer
next Tuesday night.
Every one vvii.ll
be given an opportunity to shoot and
the 25 making the highest marks will
l ave their scores counted. Some one
s c:n the range nearly all day long
and the crack of the 22’s Ss getting to
be a familiar sound to the paissersby.

to fu rn ish sam ples,

d u m m ies and p rices on requ est.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE

M A IN E

6

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,
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FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

i •*
gram of national defense. Under the
law passed by Congress two years'
ago ten or more civilians in any lo
cality can organize a rifle club under
War department rules and on affilia
HUNTING DOGS
tion with the National! Rifle Associat
T h e following books are endorsed
ELLS about the
e s c r ib e s in a
ion of America,, which co-operates by leading publishers, hunters, trap
Hudson Bay Com-i
practical man pany; Northern Indians N
with the government tin promoting pers and sportsmen in North America.
ner, the
training, and their M odes of gl(|p
rifle training, receive a free issue cf
handling, treatment, Hunting, Trapping, etc 118
T h e information they contain is re
Iffibreeds,
etc., best Provisions f o r t h e k IB
r;fles and ammunition at tine ratio of
Augusta, Jain. 26.—The dog fish
jwadapted for n i g h t Wilderness, Things to H I
one rifle for each five members and liable, having been gathered from ac
Jlhunting, as well as Avoid, etc., etc. The! 1®
commission, had another tnning today
120 rounds of ammunition' per mem tual expiences and successful experi
Iggun dogs for daylight author (Martin Hunter)!
before the Governor and counicit.
ber per year.
At present them are ments of men who are leaders in the
fflsport. This book is was with the Hudson; |pjj
C'haiamau Charlies C. Dstvii© of Port
ot intended for the Bay Company for about fe®
about 700 such rifle clubs organized different branches covered by these
land appeared before tine couneiill and1
field trial dog men, 40 years— from 1863 to |
in practically every state, and Snjuir- works.
but is for the real 1903 and the infemnaasked for more money to carry on
ie,s reach Washington by the dozens
dog men who .delight tion is given from al- p jiyfjb
These books should be in the
the work.
chases that are most a half century’s
daily for information as to organizing
hands of every man who goes into
“ The dog fiishi seems to be about as new dubs.
genuine.
Contains experience. This book contains
277 pages,
233 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus thirty-seven chapters as follows:
annoyiing to the council a© the dog
the
woods,
either
for
pleasure
or
The National Rifle association is
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company; The "Free Trader”
fjs/li .are to the fislhiermen,” staid Gov.
Part 1—Hunting Dogs, Night Hunting, The Outfitting Indiana, Trackers o f the North, Provij.
bending every effort to increase the profit.
Night Hunting Dog--His Ancestry. Training ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
Curtis.
He then, permitted Chairman
number of clubs in the country and
the H unting Dog, Training the Coon Dog, Train Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
Davis to say a few words regarding
ing fo r Skunk, Opossum and Mink. W olf and Indian Packs. Indian Mode o f Hunting Heaver!
offers every encouragement for thei
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
the situation.
He said that Senator
and Rabbits, Training the Deer Hound. Training Mode of Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
formation.
The organization of thes
-S p e cific Things to Teach, Training—Random Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Things
John,son had written to him that he
club® is regarded a® a step in the di
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
______
BOOK of
was powerless to act at present as
ing and Cate o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
instructions*^*;*;^'
J
rection of national defense.
and Breeding. Breeding. Breeding (Continued), The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness. A Case
lie finds that the United States fish
how to trap,^'!
Peculiarities o f Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail of Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
It is to he hoped that quite a num stells
ments o f the Dog. Part 3~D og Lore—Still Trail Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
n a r e, poison'1 f cr
’ ing bureau of Washington are oppos
ers vs Tonguers, Music, The Dog on the Trap Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
ber of rifle cllubis may be represented and shoot. A “J
ed to the plan of the Maine commiisLine, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
valuable b o o k
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound. The sary. A Heroic Adven'ure, Wild Oxen, Long Lake
sion.
Senator Johnson writes Mir.
Beagle. Dacbshur d and Basset Hound. Pointers Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
for trappers. If
and Setters, Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Davis that the bureaus there feel tha
all the methods
Price, postpaid, clotb bound 60 cents
Collies, House and Watch Dogs, A Farmer Hunt
as given in this1;
the Maine people and others should
er—His V iews, Descriptive Table of Technical
had been stud-!
Terms.
be educated to eat dog fish in order
ied out by one|
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents.
to get rid of them, but Mr. Davis
man and he hadbegun
trapping!
says that dog fish, is net good eating,
■ ^E S C R IB E S " the
when Columbus1
'
various makei
and that one large consignment that
FUR FARMING
discovered
Si .“and tells how to use
was sent from Portland to New York
America, more 1
them. Also chapter
did not sell well, and no second con
than four hun
on care of pelts, etc
BOOK oferi
dred
years
ago
signment was ever sent. He believes
/Phis book contains
information i|
he would not be
. 1333 Pages, 5 * 7 in,
about fur-bearing|j!
that before people could eat up- the
half completed. This book is edited by A. animals, enclos-1 j
and 130 illustrations,
dog fish most of the other palatable
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
' ‘ printed on good qua!
ures, their habits, | . J J A R M M C ?
tions,
and
about
200
pages,
is
divided
into
fish would be destroyed.
He says
- ity heavy paper. Just
care, etc., and is 5 i
22 chapters, as follows:
the book that Happen
that Senator Johnson suggests' there
t h e recognized I i
General Information; Baits and Scents; authority on fu r I|
have long needed
should be brought to bear in Wash
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent; raising—nowr in* |
Gives the history of
ington more of the home pressure,
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow fourth edition— ft
steel traps, how made,
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and fishermen and ethers in Port
sizes for various ani
written from in-|)
__
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
mals with detailed information secur-|;
•"
land have told Chairman Davis to g
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
structions on where and how to set. This
ed from reliable*]
it and dig up some relief.
He pre
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
book contains 32 chapters as follows: ■
sources, includ-S;
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
sented a petition signed by a num
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
ing U. S. Govern- 8 !
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Few Failures; Some European Traps: Proper
ber cf Portland people asking that
ment r e p o r t s . f i
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches; Demand for furs
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
some provision be mode whereby
Steel Traps.
is increasing yearly while the supply is be Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Chairman Davis could assist Senator
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Price, postpaid, cloth bonne], 6 0 cents.
Johnson.
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
“ I have worked for 12 years in this
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
as follows:
SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
business,” said Chairman Davis, ‘‘and
Supply and Demand, What Animals to Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
got into debt.
Now I can’t work
J J e S c R I- Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
along this line much longer without
BES the Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox Signs; Hints on Fall Trapping; Land
money.
I am living in one room in A PAIR NIMROD READY FOR THE
f ur-b e a r i n g Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
s e in e r
GY '
T R A IL .
animals, their Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Portland in order to carry cn the
nature, habits ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
TRAPPqacr.g™ and
work.
I have been in tMs work Courtesy of B. & A. R. R.
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
T 1 ~ifu.
distribu- Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching, tion.
longer than any man |n the world,
; ’
■
"-iii. Deer Farming.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound 60 cents.
1 ■
practical
and I think if the Governor and c-oun- by teams at the national matches
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cent*.
methods for
ci1 will allow me sufficient funds, the which have been recommended by the
their capture.
State will be amply repaid.
I would National Board for Promotion, of Rifl
Contains 245
GAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
suggest tliat $1,000 be given to the Practice for Jacksonville, Florida, beLand Cruising and Prospecting
pages, size 5
x
7
inches,
HIS is one of the Xjjg
commission, and I would -like one- ginning Oct. 20 next.
Secretary of
S A valuable
with 40 illus
m o s t practical|
third of it outright.
Only the other War Garrison has not yet acted on
book for home books on woodcraft
trations. The
day I was offered $6 a day to go to the matter, but it is highly probable
steaders, hunters, ever written contain
c h a p t e r on
prospectors, guides ing valuable informa
work for private parties, and I am that he will approve holding matches “ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
etc. The writer, tion for all lovers of
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
getting only $5 from the State.”
this year.
Riflemen throughout the pers, As the author shows drawings of the
Mr. A. F. Wallace, the great outdoors.
In executive session the council country were pleased, at the action of footprints of the various animals. The au
an e x p e r i e n c e d The author of this
land surveyor, land book has spent years
voted to allow Chairman Davis $250 the board in voting for annual match thor is personally acquainted with some of
cruiser and pros in the woods, so
to carry cn the work at M® home es instead of holding these competi the most expert trappers in North America,
pector, in his intro knows what is want
and has also followed the Indians over their
in Portland, and they allowed Secre tions every other year.
duction says: “ To ed by the woodsmen,
trap lines, and in this way learned many
tary Duther Mad docks $500.
the men who fol mountain men, pros
Person® interested in the organiza things which to the white man are not gen
low the compass, pectors, trappers and
Chairman Daviis was anxious to get tion of the rifle clubs- may procure erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed. the hardy outdoor people in general. It
sufficient funds to allow him to go to full information- a-nd-flescri-ptive liter
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk; It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
Washington, but he will now be un ature by making application to Major The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The can tell you all about things after they are contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
able to do so.
Fred H. Phillips, Jr., secretary of the Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk done (by someone else).” Contains about and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The 200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper, Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
National Rifle association and assis rat;
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20 Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
M A N Y N E W R IF L E C L U B S O R G A N
tant recorder of the National Board Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar; chapters as follows:
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
I Z E D IN U . S .
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
at Washington,, D. C.
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Reports reaching Washington from
all parts of the
country show an
awakened interest in rifle practice
among civilians as a part of the pro-
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Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs; cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
Steel Traps.
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 6 0 cents.
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
DEADFALLS AND SNARES
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.
BOOK of in
structions for]
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 6 0 cents.
trappers about these
a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R.
MINK TRAPPING
Harding. This book
contains 232 pages,
BOOK of in
sizes 5 x 7 inches,1
struction, giv-py
and 84 drawings and
ing many methods r
illustrations, printed
of trapping. A val-b.
on good heavy pa
uable book for trap
per. The most com
pers as it tells in a
plete book on how
plain way what you
to m a k e “ home
want to know, thatfcv
made” traps ever
is if you want to
published. Building
catch ?nink. This
deadfalls and con
book is edited by
structing snares,
explained in this book is of value to trap A. R. Harding, con
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards, tains about 50 illus-'
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing. trations and nearly ^
200 pages, and is:
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead d i v i d e d into 20 b,
f" 1
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone chapters as follows: v
General Informa .
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set; tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare; Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch; Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
General information; Skinning and Stretch Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Market; Steel Traps.
Traps.
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Let William Tell
D o n ’ t ta k e o u r
word for the extra
g o o d n e s s o f th e
bread, cake and pas
try made from this
special flour, milled
from O hio Red W in 
ter W h e a t. Order a
sack tod ay and let it
do its own talking—
it’s the o n ly w ay to
le a r n w h a t y o u r
b a k in g w ill g a in
through
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Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 6 0 cents.
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c o ., P h i l l i p s , m a i n e x

ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Jlides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cent*.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
^E H L most practi-L cal book on fish*
i SCIENCE o r I ing ever published.
T h e author says;
FISHING
“ For those who have
! □
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.” This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and HOW , WHEN
and W H E R E to
gro,4,v
catch them; also tells
the K IND of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly:Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; M aking, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places.
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A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
Novelty Events in Trapshooting.

An®. It is no longer made, Which
is sufficient comment on its popular
Mr. Club Secretary, haven’t you ity and success.
often noticed around four o ’clock in
::e afternoon that the sfliooting slows W- M., Kewaune, Wa®.
1. Hew much greater is the recoil
do»Ti and the shooters have a sort
of hungry and
unsatisfied look? ct the .280 Ross than the Win. .33?
Ans. About 8 or 9 pounds.
Here's the reason—your trap shoot
2. What difference is there in the
er would rather shoot than eat and
be only stops when the cash, isn’t range and penetration of a Win.
1892 44-40 with a 24 inch barrel and
there for more shells and targets.
You can keeip him interested for
'jric*1 barrel, using high velocity
lie rest cf the afternoon with
a c'artri<1&es?
novelty event without denting his re-1 '^nSPiractdoal difference.
Which is mere effective on big
Mining roll to any great extent.
game at 200 yards, the Win. 33 or
There are a number of different
the Win. 45-70 W. H. V.?
novelty events, some of which yen
Ans. W'tyen modern smokeless cart
tre already familiar with.
Drop me
ridges
were placed on the market
i Bne in care of this paper. Give a
r«neral idea of the layout cf your such as the 30-30 or .30 Rem., a
•booting grounds and a list of tlie number of the manufacturers took a
events you already know, and I may lot of old black powder cartridges
and placed them on the market load
beable to send you some new cues.
ed with new smokeless powder and
with metal jacketed bullets.
The
W. H. L., Fitchburg, Mass.
result
was
more
powder
but
the
I forced a large cloth (on a red)
ato my rifle barrel. I’ve tried every c artridges were not originally design
soheme I can think of but I can’t ed to produce high velocity and the
jet it out.
When I forced it in I accuracy fell off for this reason.
The rifle is Certain of the old style cartridges
intended to clean it.
took increased velocity and maintained
a.22 cal. Rem.
The 38-55 is cue
Ans. A cloth' patch on the end of their accuracy.
a cleaning rod which is really jam and the 32-40 is another. The 38-40
med tiglint into the barrel is a very and 44-40 are examples of those
difficult thing to remove.
I would which fell off in accuracy.
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R. S., Gettysburg, Ohio.
1. This fall I purchased a new
Hopkins & Allen double gun, right
barrel modified, left barrel
full
choke.
I targeted this gun ut 40
yards, 30 inch circle, 3 drams cf
smokeless powder, one ounce No. 6
soft shot and put 95 shot in circle
with right barrel and 55 shot
In
circle with left barrel.
Is this goed
shooting?
Ans. You have evidently made a
mistake in writing your letter. There
are 223 pel/’ets on an average in a
1 ounce charge of No. 6 shot and
the full! choke barrel should put
at least 156 shot in tlie 30 inch cir
cle at 40 yards; modified choke 134
‘‘ hot. The cylinder bore barrel should
put 89 pellets into the circle. Are you
sure that your distance was correct
and the size of your circle correct,
also the weight of your shot charge?
If everything is just a® stated in
your letter, I would take the matter
up with the manufacturers. It is not
fair to judge a gun, however, on less
than a series of 10 shots for each bar
rel.
2. Why does modified barrel put
more shot in circle than full choke ?
Ans. This is answered by above.
3. What do you know about King
semi-smokeless powder?
Is it in
jurious to barrel®?
Ans. It is not injurious to the bar
rel, but personally I am partial, to
smokeless powder for shotgun work
rather than black or semi-smokeless.
4. Which is most i injurious to bar
rels, soft or chilled shot?
Ans. Any barrel from, a reputable
gun manufacturer will not show wear
when chilled shot are used—it makes
no difference which kind of shot the
result would be the same as far as
wear on the barrel is concerned.
J.‘ E. S., Ame®, Iowa.
I would Like to have a little ad
vice.
I have a 25-20 Model 1892 rif
le.
I have shot about 700 rounds in
it, have always cleaned it immed
iately after using and oiled the bar
rel before putting it away. It key
holes the bullets quite often. I have
used black powder altogether. I can
not see a spot in the barrel. What
would cause it and what would be
the remedy?
Ans. Maybe tlie ammunlticai you
are using is the trouble.
No rifle
from a reputable manufacturer will
keyhold if the proper ammunition is
used and the barrel is in good con
dition.

1

would the shot rise?
Ans. 30 degrees is the proper an
gle owing to resistance of atmos
phere.

native elms spread their graceful
branches, among which the bolder
and sun loving birds built their nests
and wairbdied their song®.

3. Also to what height would the
bullet rise when fired vertically up
ward?
My assumption is that even
to the great height that the bullet
rises at will not attain, during its
fall, sufficient velocity to be danger
ous when it reaches the earth.
An®. I have no figures as to the
actual height.
It will be several
miles, however.
The bullet will, fall
with a velocity which will be dan
gerous, but of course will be slight
as compared with, its initial velocity
on the start cf its upward trip.
4. Have you ever heard what is
the average pressure of the gas on
the bullet?
1 understand the initial
velocity of the bullet is 2,700 feet
per second.
Ans. I have no figures for the
average pressure. The chamber pres
sure is 50 M pounds per square inch.
The initial velocity you give is cor
rect.
5. What is the caliber, length of
barrel and weight of the bullet of
the U. S. Army service pistol?
An®. Caliber, 45, length barrel 5
inch, weight 230 grains.
6. W lat is the effective range and
the initial velocity of the bullet?
An®. Initial velocity 800 feet per
second; effective range cannot be
given definitely.
it would kill at
long range.
The range beyond 75
yards could hardly be considered ef
fective owing to tlie inaccuracy of
the marksman at thiat distance.
7. What is the average pressure of
the ga® on the bullet?
Ans. I have no figures on this.

A more restful retreat for a tired
body and mind could not often he
found.
The morning hours of a
week bad been thus delight fully spent
"with pen, book and needle, enjoying
the carols of the sweet vocalists, and
making acquaintance cf the furry in
habitant® of my charming grove.
But ailas, one morning a® I seated
myself on my throne, for 1 felt like
a rural queen over my undisputed
realm, I was welcomed by no tones
of musical welcome from my sub
jects.
Not one of my four-footed
friend© came forth to partake of the
bountiful feast I had scattered around
me.

A PLEA FOR
OUR BIRDS

Grieved at being thus forsaken, I
looked around to find an answer to
the question. What has *happened ?
I scon discovered the solution, for
emerging from the grove I saw a
man with a gun over his Shoulder,
and a basket dm hi® hand, containing,
I bad reason to believe, the lifeles®
remain® of many of the harmless
birds which the day previous had
furnished thie music for my woodland
orchestra.
Just then he raised his
gun and discharged it, and from the
brandies of an elm in the meadow,
fell fluttering to the ground a golden
oriole.
He threw it, still alive, into his
basket, there to die a lingering death.
He then stalked away too far from
me to listen to any remonstrances,
which- would probably hove been
wholly unheeded had he heard them.
I took my book and work and
walked away, my kngdom having
lost its charms.
As I slowly sauntered through the
grove meditating sadly on this wan
ton, cruel sport, I heard low cries of
distress proceeding from a nest which.
I had often watched as the patient
mother 'robin sat on it, or flew off to
bring food for her brood.
On ex
amination I found four tiny birds
motherless and hungry, their mother
being, I suppose, in the basket of
the ruthless gunner, destined' to orna
ment the bonnet of some woman, the
mother, perhaps, of little children.
Always ( in the future will such
decorations remind me of those pite
ous cries.
I cannot but think that
every true woman would not for a
moment hesitate to take the pledge
never to wear any decoration ob
tained at such unmerciful cost.—Cam
den Observer.

‘‘The real History of a bird is its
suggest that you fasten the rifle in a '
life history.
The deepest interest
wooden vice—a, carpenter’si vice, for ^ • K. C., Elliott, Conn.
I would like to have seme iniformaattaches to everything that reveals
instance— fasten firmly the end of
tiie little mind, however feebly it
t!i* clearing rod which sticks out to t’on about the New Springfield rifle.
may be developed, which Lie® beneath
t piece cf iron bar or old pipe, and How can I obtain one, and what will
Will it be necessary for
the feathers.”
’
heave ho until you either pull tiie lit cost?
And I am very sure that there is
*nd of the red off or get it out. me to join a rifle club in order to
no lack c f bird lover® to re-echo this
Your rod i® probably a solid one with get one ?
sentiment of our English ornitholo
in eye in the end—that is, not a
Ans. Join a rifle club affiliated
gist Seebohm.
jointed rod.
If it breaks, the chanc with the National Rifle Association,
The absolute ignorance that exists
es are very good that the breaik will and the club secretary can secure
with regard to the life history of
occur at or near the eye. If it does, you one from t le Government. The
H. R. K., Boyes Springs, Cal.
our birds is only beginning to- be ap
tie next procedure is to take a piece cost is now around $17.50.
I. Could you tell me wliat make preciated.
To show our utter
of red het iren wire and burn out
of cartridge to use with a .38 cal. nescience with regard to even the
the rag as much as possible.
You J. M. R., Jr., Cberaw, Colo.
revolver made by the United States best known species, I w'ould take for
*111 probably find that the rod will
1. I am the proud owner of a Colt Revolver Co.?
These
revolvers example the bird of ail others we
come out easy enough if you get the New Army, .41 cal. 6 in. barrel. Now
were made by the U. S. Navy but are supposed; to be perfectly familiar
rifle in a vice wihere it is held pro could you possibly give me the bal
were rejected.
All the
standard with—the common barn fowl.
perly, and something fastened to the listics of this gun’s cartridge?
One of the largest displays of nat
brands of cartridges cn the market
How many cf us can. prove or dis ive Maine foxes' ever seen in Banger
rod on which you can get a good
Ans. The muzzle velocity
£P* fit the chambers too loose.
prove the simplest statement
that is now on exhibition in the window©
grip.
proximately 705 feet per second, muzAn®. “ T.co loose” is a very in can he made concerning it?
How of the Hillside Dye House.
i zie energy is 221 feet pound®.
definite term.
If you will give me many can decide on the theory that
Subscriber.
These furs are just as they came
2. How does it compare in pene- the actual diameter of the chamber a hen beginning to lay, lays on the
What is the difference in shooting
from the trappers and were bought
thousandth® of an inch and the a- first day early in tlie morning, next
I trati on, energy, accuracy and range
by F. Li. Wight of Brewer, one cf the
qualities between a 12 gauge full
,
„„
mount of play between tlie chamber day an hour later and so cn until
leading raw fur buyers of the state.
cnoke barrel 30 inches long and that
_
.
and any standard make of cartridge, afternoon is reached, then a day is
Colt and the .45 Automatic?
The eastern Maine fox skins are
ot the same make of gun wth a 28
I
may be able to help you out.
An®. It is not as accurate as the
mis&ed and on the next day the bird noted for their heavy fur and lustrous
lach barrel?*
begins again early in the morning? pelts and are far superior to western
Ans. As I may have stated before .38 Special, and is in the class of
The H. N. B., Washington. D. C.
How many cf us can contradict the foxes.
'i this column, the length of a shot the other three you mention.
1, Referring to the U. S. Army statement that the hen is capable of
between these
These furs were purchased from
gun barrel has practically nothing to difference, if any,
cartridges, i® very slight.
The .41 rifle, what is the length of the bar real and faithful attachment to one Mr. Wight by the Hillside Dye House
do with its shooting qualities.
Colt long is not as powerful a® any rel and the weight cf the bullet?
particular male, even though several to be made into up-to-date sets for
Ans. Barrel length 24 inches; bul be in the yard?
other of the cartridges you mention..
the coming season.
T. F., Blast Millinocket, Me.
It would be easy to go on exposing
3. I shoot the 195 grain black let weight 150 grains.
I would like to have some infor2. T o get the greatest range, I our ignorance, but if wie know so
'uation about the Standard Automa powder cartridge in tills .41. Is this
assume, it is necessary to give the little of our familiar domestic fowl®, SUSBCRIBE NOW FOR MAINE
the
best
cartridge
for
it?
te rifle made by the Standard Arms
WOODS AND READ ALL
be
our
Ans. I have no use at all for barrel an inclination of 45 degrees, how insiignificent must
Co., Wilmington, Del.
Do you think
THE OUTING NEWS.
and
at
this
elevation
to
what
height
knowledge
cf
the
wild
birds.
I
am
if they were reliable there would be black powder in revolver cartridges,
so satisfied that a harvest of know
more used?
I don’t know of a or for that matter in any kind of a
ledge and pleasure awaits those who
sporting house that
handles
the fire arm.
will venture into this almost virgin f U n l S is
4.
What
j.®
the
effect
of
this
cart
very in
Standard so think there must he a
field, that I aim determined to spend
teresting and in
reason* Please give me all the in ridge on game as compared with
one season at least, in investigating structive book on mak
tlie above mentioned cartridges?
formation ycu can.
ing cabin boats, canoes,
the life liastory of a single species.
An®. It is more effective thian the
row boats, etc. It tells
In
the
summer
of
more
than
a
of the various streams
..vv**; sew v,
i:irfft
32-20 and possibly the 38 Special,
dozen years ago, my home, for a few one can trip on with a
but it is not as powerful as the 38weeks, was at a farmer’s house cabin boat, how to
40 or .45 Automatic Government mod
equip for such a trip,
among tihe hills of New Hampshire.
what to wear and eat,
el.
My favorite retreat, when I could cost of a two month’s
5. Can I get a soft no»ed cart
i Don’t bolt your food. Your stom
quietly read, write or work, waist in a trip. It gives descrip
ridge
for
miy
.45
Automatic?
Or
do
ach is not a food-chopper. Take time
tions and diagrams,
grove a short distance from the photographs and chapters on construction,
far tlilie
easy, while you eat, or you will soon they not make any shell
bouse.
Taking
my
camp
chair,
I
when to float, when and where to land and
have a 'hard time with your stomach. gun except the full metal patched?
Remember your teeth are to chew
could then, ‘‘fancy free,” do what other useful hints. Book is compiled of
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
An®.
Soft
nosed
bullets
are
of
no
and observations made by the author.
with. Keep this in mind and your
ever I wished without intrusion or facts
Offers room with hot and
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
stomach will be grateful. Indigestton u®e unless they are drived at a ve
disturbance.
The
native
songsters
cold
water
for
$1.00
per
day
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
and dyspepsia arc caused by fast eat 1<city of at least 1,400 feet per sec
and up, which includes free
_____
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
of the weeds, regardless: of _____
my quiet
ing. Go slow, and don’t bolt your end.
A® a Colt
Automatic has £
,
.
,
.
j
Trip
Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to
use
o
f
public
shower
baths.
food. When your stomach is upset,
IT
V
Ocal
with
Build
a Cahill Boat, i he Cabin Boat’ s Equipment,
presence,
made
the
air
your liver out of order, or your bow muzzle velocity cf about 800 feet per Nothing to Equal This in New England
r f 'i k
t h e a W Furnishinjrs and Furniture, Odds and Ends of
their
sweet
melody,
while
the
shy
Equipment.
The Skifi or Tender, The Gasoline
els need attention, take “ L. F.” second, the soft nosed bullet will
What to Wear. Thing's to Eat. Cabin
squirrels and gentle rabbits would Launch,
Atwood’s Medicine. Tt will soon set give exactly the same result as the
Rooms with private baths
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
tle the stomach, regulate the bile, and metal case bullet.
often venture from thieiir hiding plac Landing Lists. Floating, Floating at Night and in
for $1.50 per day and up;
There is some
Fogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast
establish good habits. For over sixty
suites of two rooms and bath
es
to pick up the crumb® and nuts and Some Rope Hints. Land ngs, Troubles, Care
years, many hale and hearty people demand for soft nosed bullets in var
for $4.00 per day and up.
with- which- I supplied myself for their £
«
£
^ Z gS h tn g°G am eakind
have found it a reliable stomach rem ious of the automatic pilstcls.
They
A B S O L U T E L Y F IR E P R O O F benefit.
edy. Try it yourself and know how are of no. use, however, as they do
Below me, for it was on a- Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing,
Amusements,
Books,
Trapper’s Canoe, A Cabin
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
good it is.
hillside where my cosy nook was Boat Coon Hunt.
not expand, and they sometimes do
Send for Booklet
Buy a 35c bottlo at your nearest store,
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S I.00situated, murmured.’ a silver brook
or write to-day for f.-eo sample.
not function quite as properly as the
STO RER F. CR AFTS
G en.
Manager
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
through a green meadow where a few
“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me. full metal case.

FINE DISPLAY
OF FOX SKINS

THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER

EAT SL O W L Y
and Grow Strong

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

M A IN E

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

FEBRUARY

10, 1916.

SERVE A SUPPER TO
THE MEN’S- LEAGUE

NOTES FROM
SUNNY BERMUDA

Pythian Sisters Present Degree
Mistress With Handsome
Cut Glass.

Send a Company of Their Sons to
the Front.

and not a little -risk and exposure to
ceiving treatment for his arm.
to tliie woods Wednesday.
“ malde mer” will be encountered, esThe
recent
snow
fall,
although
not
The town officers have been busy
“ Maide Mer” will be encountered, esheavy,
was
much
appreciated
by
the
the past few days completing their
Timo and space would fail me tn
reports in anticipation of the ap- woodsmen a® the roads were nearly
bare in some place® making slieddinig
which to recount Bermuda’s various
proa cluing town meeting.
and manifold attractions, its mamy
difficult.
Tuesday evening the Senior class,
interesting excursions by Land ami
Harry F. Look was a recent guest
R. H. S. 1916, served supper to the
watpr, its lovely scenery, its wond
at The Tavern en roiute for Port
Men’s League and ladies, which net
erful caverns, its charming people
land, where he will spend, a few days
ted them about $20.
The
supper
and their unique whitewashed sandwith, his family.
consisted of x;old meat, salad®, potatoMr. and Mrs. F. G. McKenzie were
stone
Incuse® enb-owered in abundant
Hamilton, Bermuda, Jan. 29, 1916.
chips, pie, cake, doughnuts and cof
vegetation of many hues and many
in Phillips the past week.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
fee.
After supper the men proceed
(Special Correspondence.)
kind®, its submarine gardens full
Carroll Russell of Phillip© substi
ed to organise, following the plan of
Mercury 68 degrees above. Perhaps animal and strange plant life are a
Rangeley, February 9.—The friends
tuted for Ed West during has recent
tlie Maine State Senate, Senator E.
Many forms of coral
absence from his duties as engineer. a few lines from Sunny Bermuda, a few o f them.
of Miss Onmenta Corey tendered her
I. Herrick being chosen president.
Mrs. E. P. M-cCard lias had new ! land a thousand miles south of my flourish here and are found on sale fo
a genuine surprise party Thursday
Tlie purpose of the organization in shelve® put into her store which add summer home in Maine, may be in
the shops of the country and city, i
night, the occasion being her 15th
the Men’s League is to give them a.
teresting to you personally, and to -have yet to see a field of grain or
much to its convenience.
birthday. In honor of the event Miss
practical knowledge of the workings
There are comparaMrs. Ernest Haley saw nine crows not a few, may be, of your many standing grass.
Corey was presented with a fine set
oi that body. Bills will be presentTo be fully apprec tively few cattle, but many horses.
which passed over her house Febru readers at large.
of “ Book Ends.”
Refreshments of
due form following as closely as pos
iated at its full value as a health No snakes, nor
poisonous insects
homemade candies were served and
ary 2.
sible the actual routine as carried
H. S. S-oheHienger of Philadelphia and pleasure resort, Bermuda must other than mosquitoes-, and hut few
the evening was spent in games and
on a-t Augusta.
was a recent guest at The Tavern, Jke lived in, for a time at least, as a of them.
No steam cars, no trolley
music.
Those present were, Susie
Stewart, Zelma Robertson, Ima Moore^' Mrs. J. A. Russell is visiting rela comparing the winter sports with thfll short sojourn for only a week or two cars, no automobile lionks nor fac
summer pleasures,
the latter which fails to disclose its many virtues and tory whistles, and no fire alarms,
Faye Ellis, Guida Pliilibrick, Lillian tives in Phillips for a. short time.
Mrs. Ed West, accompanied by her he has experienced in former years: manifold attractions-. To begin wifli., save once in about 25 years. Tie
Pratt, Cherrie Toothaker, Delia. Tib
betts, Velma Tomlinson, Ralph Pills- husband and Dr. F. B. Colby went
F. H. Hamm has just reeedted has sailing from New York, one must stock of the Bermuda Fire Insurance
she new Ruick auto and bias been driv cross the wide, warm Gulf Stream at Co. is a first-class investment yield
bury, Kart Oakes, Thayer Ellis, Her to Lewiston. Thursday, where
a point seventy-five miles wide. It ing, I am told, about 15 per cent per
bert and Conrad Lamb and Constan entered the hospital fcxr treatment. ing about town in it.
sweeps up from tbe Tropics, via the year.
Dr. Colby returned Friday night, Mr.
tine Hamden.
Gulf of MeXi-co, and, with moderate
West
Monday
night
and
reported
her
Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Ross left Thurs
SOME GOOD THiNGS TO BAKE speed, veers- off to the northeast to The cldm-ate of Bermuda, though
after
day morning for a trip to Florida, as resting very comfortably
very damp at times, is conducive to
Buttermilk in Spice Cake Improves ward the Irish- Coast, thence south health, complete rest and recuperatwhere the Doctor wi.ll enjoy a much- the operation..
erly toward Spain and the Azores.
Mrs. Bedford Corey returned from
the Flavor— May Also Be Used
needed vacation.
Mrs. Belie Knowiic n, especially for all
over-worked
This deep, wide body of warm salt
in
Making
Gingerbread.
a
week’s
visit
with
relatives
and
ton is keeping house during Mrs.
burdeni-bearers, and the
nervous
water takes out all the frost from the
friends in Andover.
Ross’ absence.
wrecks of humanity.
I have seen
For
doughnuts
have
ready
a
scant
!
north
winds,
and
helps
greatly
to
At Lake Vie-w Temple, Pythian.
this fact worked out here many
Donald Hopkins of Lewiston was
Sisters, last Thursday evening, Mrs. cupful of sugar, one egg, a pinch of modify the temper of every wintry times during the last 40 years, aid
a week-end guest at Mrs. Edith Kim
salt, a cupful of milk, two cupfuls of wind that b-lows. Bermuda lies about
Josie E. Hoar, Hie degree mistress flour, two teaspoonfuls of baking pow
have experienced in my own body the
ball’s.
200 miles below the Gulf Stream in
was presented with a beautiful cut
The Ladles’ Aid held a hulled glass sugar and creamer by the mem der and a piece of butter the size of Lat. 32 degrees 45 minutes, and Leu. wonderful curative properties of the
a butternut or three tablespoonfuls of
sunshine, lovely
corn supper, followed by a sociable bers of the degree staff. Next Thurs melted butter. Stir together in the 64 degrees west; 700 miles southeast balmy air, warm
scenery,
hospitable
people,
and lie
at the Grange ball Friday evening, day a contest is to begin and a large usual way and turn the mass out on to from New York., 800 from Halifax an
which was much enjoyed by
all number have allready signified their a mixing board. Then roll out, add about 800, due east, from Charleston, life-giving properties of the squash
like paw-paw and the succulent onion
present.
intention of taking part in it. Enter ing flour to prevent the mass from S. C.N It is a 1,000 miles north of Flowers abound the year around,
|
sticking
to
the
board.
The many friends cf Mrs.
Amos tainment has been provided for the
Porto Rico, and, although far above
The
’M-udian®
are
a
loyal
lot,
h
a
v

A
very
nice
spice
cake
is
made
with
Ellis are sorry to learn that she is' evening.
the frost line the mercury seldom goes
buttermilk. The buttermilk seems to
ing already equipped and forwarded
not recovering as rapidly as was
Mrs. Ed Lamb is at Phillips, the impart tenderness as well as richness much below 50 degree® in winter, nor
a full company of her favorite sons,
hoped from her recent operation, guest of her mother, Mrs. Walker.
to the cake. Cream one cupful of above 85* degrees in the shade in mid with another one now being made
summer.
The
average
temperature
and her condition is such as to
The Jolly Twelve met with Mrs. sugar and a scant half cupful of but
ready to take the places cf those of
cause considerable anxiety.
Livingstone Milbury Thursday after ter. Add a cupful of buttermilk and for the year is 67.7 degrees; the nor
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Grant are noon, seven members being present. stir the mixture into two cupfuls of mal rainfall is 60 inches, with no their comrades at the front, invalided
by accident or disease, or who have
receiving congratulations on the ar After the work hour was over a flour sifted with a teaspoonful of long rainy season.
soda,
half
a
teaspoonful
of
cloves
and
rival of a six .pound daughter, Sun delicious lunch of hot rolls, olives,
Bermuda was settled by the Englis given their life in defence of their
day, Feb. 6.
Mrs. Alvah Sprague filled cookies, tarts, cocoanut cream half a grated nutmeg. When taking 300 years ago, (1609) and ha® remain beloved Empire.
the cake from the oven after baking
Many soldiers and sailors are to
is oaring for Mrs. Grant.
cake cocoa and tea was served. Tlie set the tins containing it into cold ed a British Colony ever since. At
The K. P. installation has been, next meeting will be with Mrs. Wm. water and let it stand until the cake the time of the American RevoLutioai- be seen in tlie city every evening,
postponed to Monday evening, Feb Boulter.
ary War the Islands were a part of and at •all social functions officers
Is cold.
ruary 14, instead of February 7. A
D. E. Hinkley and Mrs. Annie Fer
Buttermilk can also be used to ad the old Virginia charter, but, mostly of the army and navy are prominent
Tlie band of the ( 'anadiaB
delicious oyster stew was served Mon guson were quietly married at the vantage in gingerbread. Use a cup because of our having no sea power guests.
day night.
parsonage Wednesday evening
by ful of molasses, a third of a cupful to seize and defend them, they stay regiment, now quartered here, give
Mrs. E. T. Hoar, Miss Velma Tom Rev. H. A. Child®.
They will begin of melted butter, a cupful of butter ed under the control of Great Brit very popular concerts at Canup Pros
linson, Mrs. Anna Toothaker and housekeeping on Pleasant street. Mr. milk, an egg, a teaspoonful of soda ain.
General Washington received, pect, Sunday noons, also in Victoria
George Pickens were reported on Hinkley is a well-known guide and dissolved in hot water, a teaspoonful however, a generous supply of gun Park, City, and the Hamilton Hotel
Thlaigs in general appear to
the sick list the past week.
Mrs-. Mrs. Ferguson lias been, employed of ginger, two and a half cupfuls of powder from loyal friends in Ber Plaza.
flour and a little salt. Mix well and
be carried on as in the good oldWelch, whose injuries were reported as cook at Mt. View. Congratulations
muda.
“
Uncle
Sam”
might
do
worse
bake.
fashioned way before the war.
last week, was found to be more ser are in order.
If there is sour milk on hand it than to take the Bermuda® and tlie
Of the 20 or more hotels and board
iously hurt than at ifiirst supposed,
J. A. B. Cowles, in the interests of will make a delicious loaf cake. Cream Bahamas- in exchange for the too far
sustaining a broken collar bone.
the P-ejepseot Paper Co., was a re- j a scant half cupful of butter with one distant Phalli,pines with ail their trou ing houses in Bermuda, I don’t know
Wm. T omlin son lost a valuable cent guest at the Tavern.
and a half cupfuls of powdered sugar. blesome perplexities of support, edu cf even one which should be called
a poor one.
Their rates vary, from
horse Saturday night.
W. E. Tibbetts and son, Pay-son Add two beaten eggs and half a cup cation and government.
ful
of
sour
milk.
Stir
in
a
half
cup
$10
per
week
up,
to tlie limit of their
Frank N. Harris was at The Tav have returned licme from
Boston,
Aristotle said: “ Between extremes
ern the first of the week, returning where Master Pay son has been re- ful of grated chocolate that has been the best is to be found.’’ “ UncQe Sam customers taste as at the “ Hamilton’’
dissolved in half a cupful of boiling
and “ Princess.”
There are several
water and allowed to cool.
Flavor seems to occupy that present envia
rooming houses In and near the city,
ble
position.
Standing
with
stretch
with a teaspoonful of vanilla and stir
the whole into one and three-quarter ed-out legs upon the face of the gldb? and a- few private families- let rooms
cupfuls of flour sifted with a tea he holds in one hand- munitions and with or without board at very reason
spoonful of soda. Bake in a loaf tin clothing, and in the other food and able rates. A well-ordered public lib
in a moderate oven.
money for all oomers.
Let the gcod rary is supplied with valuaide and
work
go
on
under
the
skillful
guid useful bocks, magazines and papers.
OTTER POND CAM PS
A small but interesting aquarium Is
WAY
OF
IRONING
TABLECLOTH
ance
of
Congress
and:
our
splendid
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
located on Agar’s Island near the
President,
Honorable
Woodrow
Wil
M 1DDLBDAM, MAINE
GEORGE H. MeKENNEY, Prop.,
Writer of
Experience
Describes son.
city,
reached by boat.
The public
Let
us
have
no
war
with
any
Caratunk, Me.
In one of the best localities for fishing and
Method Which She Believes to
gardens will attract very, many visit
hunting in the R angeley Region. Camps with
Nation
or
People
upon
Earth;
and
or without bath. For particulars ■write for free
Be the Best to Follow.
circular to
let the God of Nations be tbe Su- ors, also the several beaches.
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
Yours cordially,
F I S H I N G
prem-e
Arbiter of all of our National
A
tablecloth
should
be
pulled
into
Lakewood Gamps,
Middledam, Me.
AT
J. C. 1lartshoroe.
and
International
dispute®
and
dif
shape before being ironed. After It
ference®.
is
pulled
into
shape,
fold
It
together
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
lengthwise through the middle, so
MAINE
at S pring Lake
FOR
Good living in Bermuda is not muc SUBSCRIBE NOW
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
that the wrong side will be outside. more costly (if any) than in
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
WOODS.
the
•re most charmingly situated on the shores o f House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Then turn back the edges of each
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, Upper Dam, Maine.
side so that the cloth is in four long northern states of America. A very
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
folds, each fold of the same width. comfortable s-tone cottage of four or
ery and p ure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria DEAD R IV E R REGION
The outer fold will now be right side five rooms, partly furnished and with
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
out. Iron these two outer folds, then baths can be hired for about $30 per
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout. particulan Maine's ideal family vaca
turn them inside and iron the two in month.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Cooking is mostly done with
M ore property is sold
summer resort. Telephone communications with tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
ner folds that are now outside and oh which is 21 cents per gallon. All
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. are the right side of the tablecloth.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
other needful things cost very much through classified adver
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
When the four folds are thus finished the same as in the States.
Gocd
the long length can be doubled back
help
is
scarce,
and
most
new
resi tising every year than is
and forward the desired width, but
Blakeslee Lake Camps
P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
the crosswise folds should not be dents would be happier and much
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
R a n geley L a k e s
ironed in.
Papers can be placed better off financially if they should sold through agents.
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
where the tablecloth hangs over on do their own housekeeping. The ex
R an geley,
M aine
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
the floor from the ironing board. A tra war tax is scarcely noticed by ^ C om pare the cost of
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part little practice will soon make you per the buyer, and all governmental taxes
fect. The old-fashioned way was to and duties seem to me to be very a
Maine.
want ad with the
ridge and duck hunting.
first iron a tablecloth on the wrong lMiit, except, perhaps, on tobacco,
side, but the tablecloths coming un
customary commission
R ound Mountain Lake Camps. W rite forfree
der my observation that look best arfe wines and liquors, and a few other
KANGELBA
JfAVBRN
8
LAKE
VIEW
HOUSE
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L. Proprietor.
luxuries.
ironed in the manner above described.
On Rangeley Lake.
R ound Mountain. Maine
charged.
—Eunice Haskins in Independent
T horoughly modern. On direct autom obile
Prospective visiters to Bermuda wil
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
Farmer.
do welil^to hear in mind that the soJuly 1 to Oct.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
T h e agent has
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
AND LOG CAMPS.
called winter season is one of con
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Alaskan Gold Mines.
tinual out-of-door life.
All- forms of properties among
Ipecial J une and September rates. Booklet.
Raugeley, Maine.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
The first gold mining in Alosha was sport can be enjoyed freely, and but
In the Juneau gold belt. More than little artificial hea-t is required in
divide his
$60,000,000 worth of gold had been pro
Come to the Maine Woods
BILLY SOULE'S NEW GAMPS
the home.
A large kerosene lamp
duced
from
this
region.
Most
of
this
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic
LAKE M ILLM AGASSETT
gold has been taken from the mines light will raise the temperature of a efforts
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty surroundings and comfortable cabins to
large room 5 or 10 degrees. Ollothfiing
o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow, anyone looking for good fishing and near Juneau.
Maine.
want ad finds the
suitable for fall wear at home its all •I A
rest. Write for booklet and references to
HEMON B L A C K W E L L .
that is needed, and for much of the
“Just Tickled."
Dallas. Maine
The Atchison Globe vouches for the time no top coats- are worn except party w h o wants youi
■mall boy, who, returning from a first in tlie evening or when out nidiaig.
RANGELEY LAKES
RANGELEY, MAINE
property in a
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. W rite dental experience, was asked, “ Did it There is good boating and sea bath
for fr ee circular.
hurt?’’ and replied, "No, he just ing the year round, and a® for fish.3MB I! CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis, Maine.
tickled my teeth with his little auto." iug, rare sport and much hard work

Where To Go In Maine

John (2arville*s Camps

to

many
which
selling

YORK CAM P S,
J LEWIS YORK, Prop.

f e w days.

MAUNE

“AN EVENING
OF NONSENSE”
A

Quiet Wedding Solemnized by
Rev. John Dunstan.

(Special Correscondence.)
, Strong, February 8.—M m Ena Mas
on visited friends in Portland a few
days recently.
Mrs. Charles Chandler of PMlidips
was the guest of her son, Harry
Chandler and wife a few days last
week.
Mrs. A. D. Bnackley is a victim of
ptnk eye.
Several, others in town
also are having it.
Mrs. Warren Hinds and son., Ro
land of Phillips were guests of rela
tives here last week.
The Popularity Contest, for the
tuost popular school girl, closed Feb
ruary 1st.
Miss Bessie Burns was
the lucky girl and received the $5.
Miss Ethel McPheters of Portland
visited friends in town, recently.
Raymond Starfcird has been ill the
past week, suffering from grip.
The friends of T. J. Pennell are
sorry to know he is in poor health.
Dr. C. W. Bell has been, called to
Stratton several, tames recently on
account of the serious i111ness of Dr.
Elmer J. Brown.
Dr. Brown has
many interested friends in town who
hope for his, complete recovery.
David Richard sen is able to be about the streets by tihe aid of a cane.
Laforest Boston is confined to hiis
home on account of the grip.
Walter Bradford, who is lumber
ing at Reddngton, is at home cutting
his year’s supply of ice.
Eiraest Chandler had the misfor
tune one day last week to out the
little finger on Ms left hand nearly
off while helping James Rambert saw
wood with a gasoline engine.
Principal Vincent F. Pottle has
been cjuite ill with the grip for a few
days past.
Charles Richards, who is lumbering
in the Dead River region, spent
Sunday with his family here.
Mrs. Clara Foster was called to
Stratton last week by the death of
her sister, Mrs. Dyer.
Neil Luce was in. King field recent
ly on a business trip.
The members of the High school
will gave an entertainment, Wednes
day evening, February 16th which
is to be, ‘‘An Evening of Nonsense.”
Each number is designed to provoke a
hearty laugh. ‘‘A Country Wedding”
will be given in pantomime, 12 boys
ar.d girls have a Hayseed Drill and a
Folk Dance wdiU be given by the

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

little children,.
Several humorous se
lections wild be given by Mrs.
Blanche Harrington Sampson and al
so by the Kitchen Orchestra, beside
many other laughable stunts. The ad
mission. to this fine entertainment
will he 25 cents, the proceeds to go
toward the speaking contest. A soc
iable will follow.
It is hoped a
large number will be present as the
teachers and pupils work so hard
to make these entertainments a suc
cess, socially as well as financially.
Abraham Lincoln, ‘‘The- Christian/’
wild be the subject at the Methodist
church next Sunday morning. Please
remember the official board meeting
on Sunday at 10.20 a. m.
A quiet wedding occurred Saturday
evening, February 5, when
Lloyd
Chelsea Stewart and Eunice May
Goodwiin, both of Strong were united
in marriage at the Methodist parson
age by Rev. John Dunstan. The bride
was prettily gowned in white crepe
do chine.
The single ring service
was used.
They will make their
■home with the bridle’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Goodwin until spring.
Their many friends extend congratu
lations.
The Sunday school at West Free
man which has suffered- a little the
’ ast fey Sundays through various
causes will restart next Sunday at 2
p. m.
All children in that district
are urged to attend.
At. the candy sale Friday -the
Juniors added $1.20 to their Wash
ington fund.
M.rs. Cora Knrapp of Kingfield diedi
Sunday night at Dr. Bell’s hospital,
resulting from a serious case of ap
pendicitis.
Her remains were taken
K KLngfield Monday night.
A number of people were prevent
ed, through sickness, from attending
the service at the Mile Square sichoolr
house last Friday, but the friends
present appreciated1 the address1 on
“ Cur Hymns.”
Mr. Dunstan will be
with them again on February 18th.
Frank Simpson was in Farmington
on business Monday afternoon.
David Richiardlson and P. D. Stubbs
were in Farmington the first of the
week.
Many friends in Franklin
county
were sorry to leam cf the serious
illness of Miss Carrie
Walker of
Woodford©.
Miss Walker is, how
ever, thought to be gaining at this
writing.

THE B00THBYS
IN FLORIDA

Col. -and Mrs. Frederic E. Boothiby
have Left for Magnolia Spring, Flor
AFTER LAGRIPPE— WHAT?
ida, and will! pass the remainder of
F. G. Prevo, Bedford, Ind., writes:
the winter there.
“An attack of lagrippe left me with
a severe cough.
I tried everything.
Humors Come to the Surface in
1 pot so than it locked as i*f I never
would get well.
Finally, two bottles the spring as in no other season.
of Foley’s Honey and Tar cured me. They don’t run themselves all off tha
1 am now well and back* to my nor way', however, but mostly remain in
Hood’s Sarsaparilla re
mal weight.”
A reliable remedy for the system.
coughs, colds, croup. Floyd E. Park- moves them, wards off danger, makes
«•
\ M !.! u r n good health sure.

A CONFIDENTIAL CHAT
W IT H

OUR COUNTRY CUSTOMERS
W ith ou t any special effort our trade keeps extending
beyond the boundaries o f our own locality.
. People residing on rural route-' have found that we can
serve them more satisfactorily than distant mail order
houses.
W e want your drug trade during 1916. Our stock is an
unusual one and when you w ant fresh, new goods you’ ll
find it to your advantage to trade with us.

Order by mail or telephone and you’ll receive the goods
promptly by parcel post.
Satisfaction is guaranteed in every case, both as to the
quality o f goods and right-prices.

FLOYD E. PARKER,

The
NO. 1, BEAL BLOCK,

SUNDAY HOURS: II A. M. to 12 M.

Store
PHILLIPS, MAINE

5 P. M. to 6 P. M.
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BASEBALL TEAM
ORGANIZED
Twenty Rebekahs Drive to New
Portland to Attend
>
Installation.
(Special Corresnondence.)
Kiugfield, February 7.— C. D. Laud
er has been confinied to tine house
with the grip for several days. Seme
of the others who have been suffer
ing from this malady duiniug the past
week are Mrs. Ray Knapp, Mrs. Ruel
Williams, Kenneth and Edna Atwocd,
Mrs. Henry Rugg, Mrs. Emma Wy
man, Mr. and Mrs. .Ernest Dunton
and Wayne and Mins. Amos Phillips.
El wood, little son. cf L. V. Gordon',
lias been ilil for several, days with
tonsillitis.
Ethel Butterfield brought into the
office on. Candlemas Day a weld, de
veloped bunch of ‘ ‘ pussy-wdili ows..”
Fred Hutchins, who ha® been In
the Sisters’ hospital at Lewiston for
two weeks, having undergone an op
eration there for appendicitis,
was
expected to return to hi® home in
Kingfield Saturday or Monday night.
Mrs. Jennie McLeary has gone to
Strong tq nurse Mrs. Beal.
The high school ha® organized a
baseball team with Roland French a®
captain and Dana Tufts as manager.
Games have been scheduled a® follows
Apriil 15, Farmington at Kingfield;
April 19, Farmington at Farmington;
April, 22, open; April 29, Strong at
Kingfield; May 6, North Anson Acad
emy at Anson,; May 13, Wilton Acad
emy at Wilton; May 20, Strong at
Strong; May 27, North Anson Acad>
emy at Kingfield; May 30, open; Jun
10, Wilton Academy at Kingfield.
Games are pending with Madison.
Mr. and Mrs. Del Green of Lex1ugton were in town two or three
days last week.
Mrs. Cera Cushman has been sick
with nervous indigestion.
Mrs. E. R. Smith of Farmington is
working for E. E. Tufts.
Principal L. P. Hostley ha® been
confined to lias bed for several days
with nervous breakdown and grip. On
Tuesday evening he was presented
with a beautiful bouquet of pinks by
the school. *
Mir. and Mir®. C. D. Lander and
Mrs. Emma Wyman have been sick
with grip till® weelj.
Mrs. Ruel William® S© somewhat
improved in health.
The infant son horn to Mr. and
.Airs. Clifton Adams on Monday died
Tuesday.
H. R. McKinney visited his brother,
Charles at Bmfbdem, Tuesday.
Mrs. Alton Churchill was called to
Lexington Tuesday noon by
the
serious illness of her daughter, Paul
ine, who has been stopping with her
grandmother.
Paul Dube moved to the lower rent
in Ralph Eaton’s house on
Salem,
street Tuesday.
This rent was re
cently vacated by Guy Baker, who
has moved to Bigelow.
Th© friend® of Mrs. Hannah, Wil
liams are giving her a post card show
or.
The Missionary Society of the Bap
tist church will give a “butterfly’’ tea
the last of the month.
The com
mittee in charge cf the entertainment
are Mrs. F. B. Hutchins, Mrs. Elkanah Duirrell, Mrs.
SuMro Sprague,
Mrs. J. A. Jackson, Mrs.
Canroll
Lander, Mrs. R. F. Cock.
The regular meeting of the Wo
man’s Horn© MiS'sionairy society was
held at the vestry cf the church
Tuesday afternoon,.
There was a
good attendance..
The K. H. S-. basket ball (Quintet
played the North. New Portland team
at French hall Saturday evening.
The Pythian Sisters' held their reg
ular meeting Wednesday evening.
There was a good attendance consid
ering the amount of sickness among
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tbe members. Mrs. Alice Durrell
gave an interesting reading and Mrs.
Durrell, Mrs. Cushman and Mrs. Alma
Dolbier served refreshments of Welsh
rarebit, salt-toe® and cocoa.
it is Hood’s Sarsaparilla Cleanses the
expected there will be work in the
Blood, Skin Troubles Vanish.
lodge soon.
In the future this!
Order plan® to cipen its . meetings
promptly at 7.30 p. m.
During the
Scrofula eruptions on the face
past week the officer® of the ledige and body are both annoying and
have,remembered a number of its sick disfiguring. The complexion would
member si with fruit and flower®.
be perfect if they were not present I
Dr. J. E. Cortland was called to
This disease shows itself in other
Stratton Saturday morning.
ways, as hunches in the neck, in
The operetta, ‘‘Ctod-ereilJDa in Flciw- flamed eyelids, sore ears, wasting o f
erland’’ was presented to a good the muscles, a form of dyspepsia,
house Friday evening, January 4, at
and general debility.
French hail.
AH the
characters
Ask your druggist fo r H ood’s
were well taken.
Thirty pupii’s frtem Sarsaparilla.
This great medicine
the Intermediate, Sub-Intermediate, completely eradicates scrofula.
It
Grammar and High school took part purifies and enriches the blood, re
m the musical entertainment, dialogue
moves humors, and builds up the
and the dancing.
The
prominent
whole system.
character® were taken by Doris
Scrofula is either inherited or ac
Brown, Marie Merchant,
Wilma
quired.
Better be sure you are
Woodard, Georgie Winter and Carquite
free
from
it. Get H ood’ s Sar
roll Hosley,
The committee, who
have had charge of this program and saparilla and begin taking it today.
to whom credit for the success cf
the entertainment is given, are Mis® to enjoy many more birthdays as
Beulah Irwin, Miss Mabel Furrough, happy as this- cue.
Miss Ada Smith,.
Mr. and Mrs-. Earle
Whitney of
Cloyd Small wa® at home Saturday Salem were callers, iai town Sunday.
and Sunday from his school in Anson
Mr. and Mrs. I-Ientry Mayo enter
Valley.
tained Muss Lulu Heath, also Nor
Carrabajsset Retekah Lodge accept©
man and Alfred Berry, Sunday.
the invitation of New Century ReMrs. Nellliie CUrti© was a caller in
bekah Lodge of New Portland to at
tend their
installation
exercises Salem, one day last week.
Thursday evening, February 3, and 20
dmove to New Portland on that night.
EAST DIXFIELD,
A company of 24 couples assembled
to observe Gentlemen’s Night of
Feb. 7.
WeelaffaJott whilst club on Thursday
Mrs. G. B. Casey has been quite
evening, January 27.
Four hours
I'.! the past week.
Miis© Reta Brown
were pleasantly passed in playing pro
is caring for her.
gressive whist and then refreshments
School did not keep Friday after
of punch and fancy
cookie© were
served.
Ardene Sweetser and Mr®. noon to give the teachers, Miss Mar
W. N. Libby won first pri-zes of a ion Beedy and Mrs. Emma Wfhtittebook and a bon bon dish.
The- con more, an opportunity to attend the
solations were given to Mrs. Blanche teachers’ meeting at Wilton.
Florence Snowman and BiOdred
Small and H. R. McKenney.
Mr. and Mr®. E. E. Jenkins started Holt were guest© of Lo>i® and Ruth
for Boston Thursday, February 3, en Butterfield Friday afternoon.
route for California-, where they will
Miis© Clara Butterfield i® ill with
spend the remainder of the winter spinal trouble.
at Los Angeles.
They were joined
Mi®s Julia EDM® and lady friend of
in Boston by Mr. and Mrs. George Weld are guests of Miis© Bifid®’ sister,
Pierce of New Portland and the party Mrs. G. A. Severy.
will proceed at cnce to Mr. Pieme’s
Harold Smith is spending a few
bom® in Southern California.
day© with hiis grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Simiiith*.
Ernest Holt recently purchased a
EAST WELD
pair of oxen of C. F. Blanchard.
Mrs. Idella Douglas© was- the guest
Feb. 7.
I.
H. Banker is quite ill with theof Mrs. Clara Hcilt Thursday after
noon.
prevailing cold at this writing.
Norma Hall' was the week-end guest
Mis® Minnie Baker went to Wilton
of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Cram.
last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will
Cajlden and
Halford Buker was home from Willlittle daughter, Audrey were guests
ton Academy over Sunday.
Miss Mae’ Vindng, who has been of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Coolidge a
visiting her sister, Mrs. Hiram Wash- few days last week.

BANISH SCROFULA

bum at Peru is n-oiw at home.
We are glad to learn that John
Neil, who has been iin poor health for
some time, is able to be out again.
George Neill, who had been hauling
birch to Phillips village, bias recently
been hauling birch for his brother,
Marcus to the mill here in Weld.
Mr. Charles Tobem has recently
purchased a new Ford car.
Cola Conant was quite i!M with
rheumatism last week.

FREEMAN VALLEY

Bodies Found in Strange Places.
A strange find was made by some
workmen recently while engaged on
alterations on an old building in the
center of Nuneaton, England. During
the course of the work they unearthed
beneath the floor a gravestone bearing
the names of five people, some of
whom died in the latter half of the
eighteenth century.

Child’s Life

Saved

A mother of six children writes: ‘‘ My
aby was very sick and a friend of mine
lggested trying Dr. True’ s Worm
Elixir. Now I have six child
ren and am never without
Dr. True’s Elixir, the fam
ily Laxative and Worm Expeller, >n my house. Mrs.
B. N. Gile, West Newbury,
’ Mass.”
rade Mark
Lots of other children’ s
ises seem almost hopeless when the
ouble is worms. Signs of worms are:
erariged stomach, swollen upper lip,
iur stomach, offensive breath, hard
id full belly with occasional gripings
id pains about the navel, pale face of
aden tint, eyes heavy and dull, twitchg- eyelids, itching of the nose, itching
: the rectum, short dry cough, grindg of the teeth, little red points stickg out on tongue, starting during sleep,
ow fever. At all dealers—35c, 50c
id $1.00. Advice free. Write

Feb. 7.
Charles Huff wishes to thlank the
many friends that so kindly remem
bered him with post cards. Mr. Huff
received 171 post card®, beside© num
erous letters; also several birthday
cakes, two, of the cakes., being made
by two of hi® granddaughters, Lulu
and Edna Huff, age eight years, were
well worthy of mentioning. Mr. Huff
not only received cards and Letters
from the surrounding towns, but re
ceived S'everall- from the
western
states as well, which showls the high
esteem with, which, ho i® held by hie
many friends.
A strange codncidenc
wa® that ho received a- letter from
COUGHS AND COLDS ARE DAN
Mr. Haines of Avon who was 85 UBURN, MAINE & /V.
GEROUS.
<
years olid ttye same day that Mr. Huff
Few of us realize the danger of
was 84.
We hope Mr. Huff may live
Coughs and Colds.
We
consider
A good
them common and harmless ailments.
I f you are
Cough Syrup or
ACTION IS NATURAL
,
However statistics tell u®
every
looking for
Cold Tablets
P. S. Mieehan, Hancock, Mich..,
third person dies of a lung ailment.
‘‘I have given Foley Cathar
Dangerous Bronchial and Lung dis writes:
fin d th e m
eases follow a neglected cold.
As tic Tablets a thorough trial and can
your body
struggles against cold positively state they are the best lax
at
Their action i®
germs, no better aid can be had than ative I ever used.
j Dr. King’s New Discovery. Its merit natural1, no pain or griping, and they
has been tested by old and young. clean the system in fine shape.” Stou
In use over 45 years.
Get a bottle person© say the buoyant, free feeling
Floyd E.
to-day.
Avoid the risk o f Serious they bring is a blessing.
Phillips,
^
Maine
Parker.
Lung ailments.
Druggists.

You will

Whitney’s Pharmacy,
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while the many who lack it must be learn—the way to avoid publicity is
to avoid departure from the beaten
treated without such, consideration?
Person® who wish to escape pub track; and let this be added to it—
licity should be careful not to make if you have diverged into seme dan
news, or should count the cost cf ger zone the way to obtain conside
advertisement to the world as part of rate treatment is to assume that you
the price they must pay for what are a subject for news, and to take
the newspapers into you,r confidence
they have determined upon doing.
frankly and' fully.—Aroostook Pion
There are certain easily defined
eer.
zones of publicity:
Tine individual
who steps in any of these may count
Whenever you write to one of our
upon getting his name in the news
advertisers,
don’t forget to mention
paper.
One is the court, civil and
Maine
Woods.
It is Important to
criminal.
The man who goes to law
invites advertisement. Yet many men you to do so; important to us and
—sometimes women,—appeal to
a the advertiser naturally wants to
newspaper to suppress reports, of know where you found his narme. /
legal proceedings in order that they
may be saved annoyance. The time
CUT THIS OUT— IT IS WORTH
to consider immunity is before resort
MONEY.
tc law.
DON’T MISS THIS.
Cut out this
Departure from tine conventionali
ties of life is another means of en slip, enclose with, 5<? to Foley & Co.,
tering tlie publicity zone.
Conduct Chicago, 111., writing your name and
You wiiilii receive In
that is off tine beaten, trail affords address clearly.
news.
Those who defy social ob return, a trial package containing Fol
servances or tread upon established ey’s Honey and Tar Compound, for
institutions must not expect to es Is grippe, coughs, colds and croup,
cape print, and should not ask to be Foley Kidney Palls, and Foley Cath
artic Tablets.
Floyd E. Parker.
saved from, notoriety.
Further, much, injustice may be
done by the suppression of news.
The tongue of gosaip, uninformed
of the real fact, can do a hundred
times more injury to the innocent
than publication of the truth wall
dc to these actually involved. Often
a newspaper is shielding the reputa
Phillips, Maine.
tion o,f a score from tilie scandal of
■uspicion when it is telling blue truth
M on u m en ts, H eadston es,
funds necessary for their support.’’ ’
about
one
who
has
incurred
the
lia
■‘ KEEP IT OUT OP THE PAPER.'
T a b lets, M an tle Shelves,
bility of censure.
and
But this lesson Jhe public should
The following editorial from the
INDUSTRY
C em etery W o r k o f all Kinds
Advertiser of Norway, Me., so thor
oughly covers the question of “What
NOTICE.
Feb. 7.
made you say anything about it?”
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Rand are that we pass it on to our readers.
The subscriber hereby gives notice
P H IL L IP S
ME.
rejoicing over the birth of a daugh Every newspaper in the country con that he has been duly appointed ad
(Special to Maine Woods.)
All orders by mail or in persoa
stantly has this same problem to dis ministrator of the estate of David
Rangeley, Me., Jan. 31.—A
few ter, Sunday, February 6.
Mir. and Mrs. John Seavey are both, pose of, or if not the above questions B
Abbott, late of Rangeley, in promptly attended to.
words to let you know that pickTheir son,, Arthur and it is “ Why did yen not?” To those the county of Franklin, deceas
ford’s Camps are still on the map, critically ill.
Am making a great many improve wife, also daughter, Miss Mamie' are who feel aggrieved at any paper’s ed, and given bonds as the law
ments tMs year, building two new at home assisting in the care of their sin of omission or commission we directs. All persons having demands
suggest that they preserve this arti against the estate of said deceased
camps with all modern improvements, parents.
Miss Esther Badger is visiting her cle and before complaining to the are desired to present the same for
h e a d q u a r t e r s fo r everything
in fact will be the best public log
camps in Maine, also a new garage aunt, Mrs. F. C. Luce of Springfield, paper read it over and ponder a settlement, and all indebted thereto
in the h a r d w a r e line
while on the whole matter:
are requested to make payment im
that will hold 20 cars and an auto Mass.
' The funeral services for the late
Every newspaper is familiar with, mediately.
bus to hold 16 passengers.
Lumbermen's and Blacksmith a
Mrs.
Sarali
Raokliffe
were
held
from
the
request, “ Please don’t publish
Elmer E. Richards.
I am also building new gravel
Supplies,
Doors, Windows, Stores,
Sometimes it is September 15, 1914.
walks, putting rustic house benches the Methodist church, at West Mills, anything about it.’ ’
Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Rack- made in the form of a demand and
Tinware, Plumbing G oods, Sport
and stairs in the wood®.
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
The camps are all rented for the life, who was 85 years old, had been accompanied by threats of dire re
PROBATE NOTICES.
a member cf this church for many sults if acquiiscenice does not follow.
season of 1916.
Mu resco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
years.
She leaves two daughters,
There are a few things the public
Good luck to the Maine Woods.
At a Probate Court held at Far
Mrs,
Marshall
Smith
with
whom
she
Automobile Supplies, etc.
ought to keep in mind in the matter
Yours respectfully,
mington, in and for the County of
lived
and
Mrs.
Geo.
Love
joy,
besides
of
a
newspaper's
relation
to
the
Harry E. Pickford.
We buy for the lowest spot cash
Franklin, on the third Tuesday of Jan
quite a number of grandchildren to printing of news.
prices and give our customers the
uary,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
mourn her loss.
In the first place, a newspaper
benefit of the same.
thousand nine hundred and sixteen,
owes an obligation to the whole
the following matters having been
circle of readers to print a fair, com
presented for the action thereupon
EAST MADRID
prehensive report of the home hap
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
penings.
It can,not overlook this
ordered:
That notice thereof
be
Feb. 7.
responsibility merely to please indi
given to all persons interested, by
The Oberton League met last week viduals.
That policy involves an in
On Wednesday Miss Cornelia T with, Mrs. Geo. Barmjum.
It will justice to the many and favoritism to causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in
Crosby (Fly Rod) went to Farmington meet February 16th with Mr®. Edgar the few.
Who shall be favored?
A L L K IN D S O F
tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub
where she will be the guest for a Welts.
Much of the newrs that is printed
few days of Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
Mrs. Z. T. MjoLauighiiin, who has unfortunately occasion annoyance and lished at Phillips, tn said Coun
Pierce, tine1 popular host and hostess been visiting at W. F. Sweetser’s and often heartache to somebody. That ty, that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court to be held at said Far
of King & Bartlett Camp®.
R. E. McLaughlin's, returned to her is an unavoidable incident of
the
mington, on the third Tuesday of
Before returning home M:i.ss Crosby home in BhiiiMiips the first cf
the newspaper business.
Is there justi
February, A. D., 1916, at ten o’clock
will go to Rumford to visit friends.
week.
fication £c,r shielding from such, con
N. D. Wing liiad another iill turn sequences the man or woman who ir the forenoon, and be heard therelast week, but is gaining slowly at has influence, socially or in business, or if they see cause.
Fired Morton, late of Phillip®, de
this writing.
ceased.
Petition for probate of will
Mrs. R. E. McLaughlin called on
Mrs. Dliwin McLaughlin and Mrs. Geo. YOUR FIVE HUNDRED MUSCLES. aDd for administration with will an
P hillips,
Maine
nexed, presented by Ida M. Morton.
Haley one day last week.
The five hundred muscles in the hu
and
Nathan H. Ellis, late of Rangeley,
Miss Feme Gculld is on the siick
man body depend on pure and rich deceased.
STRONG - MAINE.
Petition for probate of
Among the Latest victims of the list.
grip are:
Chief Cfllerk Myrtle HodgMiis® Vangie Welts spent tlhe week blood for their health) and oantnactifle will presented by Bertie E. Blili®,
don of the fish and game department, end with, heir parents, Mr. and Mrs,. energy which is the ability to Labor. executor named therein.
If they are given impure blood they
iSarah G. Caldeu, late of Phillips, de
Chief Clerk Geo. F. Giiddings and As J. H. Welt®.
become enfeebled, the step loses Its ceased.
First account of administra
sistant Clerk Roy Leach of the pub
elasticity, the arm its etfficdiency, and tion, also private account presented
lic utilities commission.
RUSSELL'S MILLS
there i® incapacity to perform
the by James Morrison, executor.
usual amount of (labor.
Office over National Bank.
Julia M. Hinkley, late of Weld, de
Curator James of the State Mus
What a great blessing Hood’® Sar ceased. Second account of Josephine Phillips,
Feb. 7.
Maine
eum on Wednesday wa® presented
Prof. George W. Mull, who ha® bee saparilla has been to the many todl- Scamimoa, administratrix.
Both
'Phones
with, a lively black and white sucker,
quite iilH with la grippe and bron ing thousands whose blood It has
Mary L. Phillips, late of Weld, de
This ceased.
chitis, Is slowly improving.
Dr. J. made and kept pure and rich !
First and final account of
• WAR UPON PAIN1
W. Nidboills is thie attending physician. medicine cleanses) the blood of all Fremont Scammon, executor.
J. B L A IN E M O R R ISO N
Pain is a vfiisdtor to every home an
and
Fred R. Young of Wiilbon, was a humors, inherited or' acquired,
Julia M. Hinkley, late of Weld, de
usually it comes quite unexpectedly. guest at Evan L. Merchant’s, Sun strengthens and tones; the whole sys ceased.
Petition
for distribution
But you are prepared for every emer day, February 6.
tem.
It is important to be sure that presented by Josephine Scammon, ad
gency if you, beep a small bottle of
A crew from Metciaflif'®, Mill
are you gat Hood"® Sarsaparilla when ministratrix.
Sloan’s Liniment bandy. It Is
the cutting lumber on Hanry Jossel.yn’s you ask for it.
No substitute for If
Charles E. Crossman,, late of Mad Beal Block. Phillips Fire and Life Insures*
greatest pain killer ever discovered. farm.
is Hike it.
rid, deceased.
Petition for license
Simply laid on the skin—no rubbing
Mrs. Carrie A. Staples was a guest
to sell real estate presented by J.
required— it drive®' the pain away. of Mrs. Llewellyn Dill the Hast of the
Blaine Morrison, administrator.
It is really wonderful.
week.
William' I. Sargent, late of Madrid,
Mervin H. Soister, Berkeley, Clal.
Mrs. Lizzie Norton is at work for
deceased. Petition for license to
DENTIST
write®: “ Last Saturday, after tramp Mrs. Ed Lake of Wilton.
sell real estate presented by Herman
and
C
a
rria
g
e
R
ep
a
irin
g
and
Hours
8
to
EveningB by
ing around the Panama Exposition
S. W. Deane and family were
O. Sargent and Samuel J. Sargent, appointment. 12; 1 to 4.
with weit feet, I came home with my guests at Charles Stolts’ the first of P a in tin g d on e in first-class administrators.
neck so stiff that I couldn’t
turn. the week.
Osman Cook son,, late of Rangeley,
5000 C ord s
I applied Sloan’s Liniment freely and
Arthur E. Thompson and family m anner b y
deceased. Petition for license to
Peeled
Spruoa,
Fir and Poplar Pulpwent .to bed.
To my surprise, next have all been
with la grippe, but
sell real estate, presented by Leon, A. wood wanted, delivered at any station
morning the stiffness had
almost are improving at this writing.
Cook son, administrator.
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R- R*
disappeared, four hours after the
Word received' from Martha Marbetween Farmington and Rangeley and
A true copy.
second application I wo® a® good as den of Moore’s, Siding, Lake Moxie,
J. H. Thouijpson, Judge of said Court. between Strong and Salem,
M A IN E
A. W. McL e a r y , Phillips, Me
new."
states that she ils getting on niicetty R A N G E L E Y ,
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register.

caught in the Kennebec.
It was with her school.
placed in the southwesterfy tank of
Gerailddne Merchant is ill with the
the aquarium and at once began to grip.
Friends of Minnie Crowell Houston
The Testimony of Phillips People explore its new home, apparently
well pleased cn its short acquain will] be sorry to learn, that she is
Stands the Test.
tance.
very ill at her heme in Washington,
The test of time is what tells the
N. J.
Mir. and Mrs. Charles Peirce
tale.
The public soon finds out
Game Warden. Bertrand E. Smith of have been called there.
when misrepresentations are made, Augusta received a telephone message
and merit alone will stand the test from, a lady late Monday afternoon
WEST FARMINGTON
of time.
reporting sounds' from the woods cn
Phillips people appreciate
merit, the MH to the west of the electric
F'eb. 7.
and many months ago local citizens road’s car bam which indicated that
Mrs. S. R. Norton was greatly sur
publicly endorsed Doan’s
Kidney some animal was Sn trouble. Warden
Pills; they do so still.
Would a Smith hurried to the hdil.l and after prised last Sunday, her 76th btfrtlhHer daughter, Mrs. Dana Haimcitizen make the statement which fol some search' found a hound which, ha day.
lows unless convinced that the arti evidently broken its chain and ran |Hoi and husband, Charle© Edes, her
cle was just as represented? Below away, but in going through the woods three grandchildren, Francis Hamilin,
is testimony such as the sufferer the chain had caught and. he was Nellie and Herbert Norton, came from
held prisoner.
The animal was; of Temple.
They brought a freezer of
from kidney ills is looking for.
Elbridge Dill, farmer,
Phillips, course, somewhat pleased at being ioe cream' and a large birthday cake
trimmed with, candles.
Mrs. Norton
says:
“ Doan’s Kidney Pills, pro released and restored to Ms master.
w®is not expecting them.
She re
cured from Preble’s Drug
Store,
have kept my kidneys in good work
Adjutant Generai Bresson on Mon ceived quite a number of post cards
ing order and have relieved me of day, when asked concerning the As and several presents.
the dull ache across the small of my sociated Press dispatch about the
Mrs. Rue! Goodwin spent a few
back and trouble with the kidney aeroplanes and hangars to be pre days at West Farmington village Last
secretions.”
sented to Maine, among other states', week.
Over three years later, Mr.
Dill said: ‘‘You may say that at the pre
Miss Hazel Hardy liias recovered
said: “ I haven’t known what kid sent time the adjutant general has
from her recent illlines? and has re
ney trouble is since I was so great received no knowledge of this prop
turned to school.
ly benefited by Doan’s Kidney Pills.” osition and this aeroplane assignment
E. H. Brook® of American Can Co.,
Price 50^, at all dealers. Don’t The adjutant general feels that it
simply ask for a kidney remedy—get would be a great addition to the or New York, was in town last week
Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that ganized militia, of the State of Maine, calling on Ms customer®.
iMirs. Charles Norton is; working for
cured Mr. Dill.
Faster-MUburn Co., but we are hampered in taking and
E. B. Lake of Wilton.
Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
caring for such, an equipment by the
The Red Schcolhouse Circle met
lack of funds.
‘Undoubtedly if the
The next
State of Maine should be presented with Mrs. Charles Green.
meeting
will
he
at
Mrs.
Arthur
EMswith, an aeroplane outfit and hangar,
the donor would also
present the wortb’s.

TIME IS THE TEST
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Two New Camps Will Be Built
This Season.
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IS

again.
on the subject, utilized its whole front
At dusk he once more opened the company, bearing this portion of the
page with the one word “W ar!” print life, and then the baron walked stol
door.
Allison had not moved. He financial burden himself, as part of
ed in red ink.
idly out of the cafe, and rode home,
still
sat
with his chin in his hands, the plan by which he meant to obtain
■ Now, however, the free and entirely and wrote for an hour or so, and ate
uncurbed, having risen most gloriously a heavy early breakfast, and returned lopking out at that weirdly waving ultimate control and command of the
in the past to every emergency, no to his study, and obligingly shot him willow. Old Peabody thought that he tremendous consolidation, and become
must be asleep, until he tiptoed up at the king among kings, with the whole
matter how great, positively floun self.
world in his imperious grasp, a sway
dered in the very wealth of its oppor
This was at seven a. m., Berlin time, the side. Allison’s gray eyes, unblink
By
ing, were staring straight ahead, with larger than that of any potentate who
tunities.
One
brilliant
head
writer,
which
was
two
a.
m.
in
New
York;
George Randolph Chester
after trying in vain to combine the and owing to the nervousness of an no expression in them. It was as if had ever sat upon a throne, larger
than the sway of all the monarchs of
and Lillian Chester
diverse elements of this uncomfort old woman servant, the news reached they had turned to glass.
“Excuse me, Mr. Allison. Chicken j earth put together, as large terrestri
ably huge sensation, landed on the sin New York at three a. m., and the big
or steak? I got ’em both, one for sup ally as the sway of God himself! All
gle word “ Y ow !” and went out, in a wheels began to go around.
Illustrated b y O. C. R h o d e s
these he saw crumbled away, fallen
daze, for a drink. One paper landed
Where was Edward E. Allison? per and one for breakfast.”
Copyright 1914 by Red Book Corporation)
Allison turned slowly, part way to down around him, a wreck so com
on the Franco-German war as the There was nothing the free and entire
plete that no shred or splinter of it
leading thrill in this overrich combi ly uncurbed wanted to know so much wards Peabody; not entirely.
SYNOPSIS.
was worth the picking up; saw him
“
Chicken
or
steak?”
repeated
Pea
as
that;
but
the
f.
and
e.
u.
was
nation of news, one took up the greed
self disgraced and discredited, hated
Chapter I—At a vestry meeting of of Allison, one featured the world mo doomed to disappointment in that one body.”
“Eh? Yes. Oh, yes. Yes. The and ridiculed throughout the length
the Market Square church Gail Sar- nopoly, one the assured downfall of desire of its heart. Even as he had
and breadth and circumference of the
tent listens to a discussion about England, and one the general absorp stumbled down the steps of the Sar chicken.”
The
fire
had
gone
out.
Peabody
re
the sale of the church tenements to tion of everything by the cereal trust. gent house, Allison was aware of the
built it. He came in ’ an hour later,
toward E. Allison, local traction
Saturday night, however, saw no hideous thing he had done; aware, too,
and studied the silent man at the desk
that
Jim
Sargent
was
as
violent
as
ling, and when asked her opinion of late extras. The “ story” was too big
for a long minute, and then he decided
good-natured
men
are
apt
to
be.
This
the church by Rev. Smith Royd, says to touch without something more tan
thought, it must be said in justice to an important question for himself. He
gible
than
the
word
of
even
so
sub
■t is apparently a lucrative business
brought in Allison’s dinner on a tray
stantial a man as Gerald Fosland; and Allison, came last and went away and set it on a corner of the desk.
enterprise.
first.
It
was
from
himself
that
he
long before any of the twelve eager
At eleven Peabody came in again, to
Chapter II—Allison takes Gail rid- young gentlemen had reached the of tried to run away, when he shot his
<sg in his motor car.
When he sug fice, the scout brigade, hundreds runabout up through the park and | see if Allison were not ready to go to
bed; but Allison sent him away as
gests he is entitled to rest on the strong, were sniffing over every trail into the north country, and. by devious soon as he had fixed the fire. The tray
roads,
to
a
place
which
had
come
to
iiiirels of his achievements, sire asks and yelping over every scent.
was untouched, and out there in the
They traced the visiting diplomats him as if by inspiration; the Willow dim moonlight, which peered now and
rje disturbing' question:
“ W hy?”
club,
which
was
only
open
in
the
sum
Chapter III—Gail, returning to her from the time they had stepped down mertime, and employed a feeble old then through the shifting clouds, the
Uncle Jim’s home from her drive their respective gangplanks to the caretaker in the winter. To this haven, long-armed willow beckoned and
time they walked up them again.
beckoned.
with Allison, finds cold disapproval i
They were unable to locate Joseph G.
Morning came, cold and gray and
a the eyes of Rev. Smith Royd, who Clark, the only multimillionaire in
damp as the night had been. Allison
^ calling there.
America able to crawl in a hole and
had fallen asleep towards the dawn,
Chapter IV—At a bobsled
party pull the hole in after him; Robert E.
sitting at his desk with his heavy
Gail finds the world uncomfortably Taylor, who never permitted anybody j
head on his arms, and not even the
clatter of the building of the fire
(illof men, and Allison telle Jim Sar-1 but a personal friend to speak to him
roused him. At seven when Peabody
gent that hie new ambition is
to J from dinner time on, and Edward E. !
Allison, of whom there had been no
came, Allison rose up with a start
onquer the world.
trace since noon. They might just as
at the opening of the door, but before
Chapter V—Allison starts a cam1 well not have found the others, for 1
he glanced at'Peabody, he* looked out
pip for consolidation and control neither Chisholm nor Haverman nor i
of the window at the willow.
i the entire transportation system Grandin nor Vance could be induced |
“Good-morning,” said Peabody, with
«f the world.
to make any admissions, be trapped [
a cheerfulness which sounded oddly
in that dim, bare room. “I brought
CHAPTER VI—Gail becomes popu- ; into a yes or no, or grunt in the wrong !
you the paper, and some fresh eggs.
lur and Aunt Helen thinks it neces- place. They had grown up with the •
There wras a little touch of frost this
ury to advise her as to matrimon art of interviewing, and had kept one
lap ahead of it, in obedience to na- |
morning, but it went away about time
ii probabilities.
for sun-up. How will you have your
ture’s first law, which, as every school
Chapter VII—Allison gains control j boy knows, though older people may
eggs? Fried, I suppose, after the The World He Had Meant to Make
i transcontinental traffic and ar have forgotten it, is the law of selfHis Own Never Saw Him Again.
steak. Seems like you don’t have
rives to absorb the Vedder court j preservation.
much appetite,” and he scrutinized the
untouched tray with mingled regret very earth he had meant to rule; saw
Dneoient property of Market Square
Until three o’clock in the morning
and resentment. Since Allison paid himself discarded by the strong men
every newspaper office in New York
{torch.
no attention to him, he decided on whom he had inveigled into this futile
Chapter VIII—Gail visits Vedder wTas a scene of violent gloom. The
I
eggs fried after the steak, and started scheme and saw himself forced into
world’s
biggest
sensation
was
in
those
toart, and meeting Boyd there, tells ;
commercial death as wolves rend and
for the door.
im that the cathedral
Market offices, and they couldn’t touch it with 1
devour a crippled member of their
Allison
had
picked
up
the
paper
me
a pair of tongs! The deterrent was !
pack;
last, he saw’ himself loathed in
Square church proposes to build will
chanically. It had lain with the top
that the interests involved were so !
to out of profits wrung from squal- large that one might as well sit on a
part downwards, but his own picture the one pure breast he had sought to
was in the center. He turned the pa make his own; and that was the deep
ar.
keg of gunpowder and light it, as to
per over, so that he could see the est hurt of all; for now, in the bright
Chapter IX—Gail becomes the cen- make the slightest error. The gentle
blaze of his own conflagration, he saw
headlines.
«r of magnetic attraction for the men mentioned as the organizers of
that, beneath his grossness, he had
“Peabody!”
No
longer
the
dead
the International Transportation com
wn of her aunt’s social set.
“If You Try That Again I Shall Be tones of a man in a mental stupor, a loved her, after all, loved her with a
Chapter X —At a meeting of the pany collectively owned about all the
Compelled to Thrash You.”
man who cannot think, but in the love which, if he had shorn it of its
dross, might perhaps have won her.
icren financial magnates of the coun money and all the power and all the j
sharp
tones of a man who can feel.
Through all that day he sat at the
try, ALM-son organizes the Intarmat- law in the gloriously independent 1 bleak and cold as his own numbed
“Yes,
sir.”
Sharp
and
crisp,
like
United States of America; and if they soul, Allison drove in mechanical
desk,
and when the night time came
uoal Transportation Company.
got together on any one subject, such firmness, and v/alked around to the the snap of a whip. Allison had 1again, he walked out of the house, and
scared it out of him.
Chapter XI—Rev. Smith Boyd Uin- as the squashing of a newspaper, for
across the field, and over the tiny
kitchen, wffiere he found old Peabody
“Don’t^ come in again until I call
tortakes Gail’s spiritual instruction instance, something calm and impres smoking a corncob pipe, and labori
footbridge, under the willow tree with
you.”
mi Gail unconsciously gives Allison sive w£s likely to happen. On the ously mending a pair of breeches.
the still beckoning arms; and the
“Yes, sir.” Grieved this time. Darn
&hint that solves the Vedder court other hand, if the interesting story
world, his world, the world he had
“ Why, howdy, Mr. Allison?” greeted
it,
wasn’t
he
doing
his
best
for
the
the free and entirely uncurbed had in Peabody, rising, and shoving up his
meant to make his own, never saw
woblem. for him.
man!
him again.
Chapter XII—On an
inspection its possession were true, the squash- j spectacles. “It’s a treat to see any
So it had come; the time when his
ing would be reversed, and the free- : body these days. I ain’t had a visitor
(To Be Continued!
L
’ip in Allison’s new subway the tun- ness and entirely uncurbedness would
will was not God! A god should be
ael caves in and imprisons the party be still more firmly seated than ever, for nigh on to a month. There ain’t omnipotent, impregnable, unassailable,
any provisions in the house, but if
’ho are rescued by Allison and Royd which is the palladium of our national you’d like anything I can run over to absolute. He was surprised at the
Biblical Names Popular.
calmness with which he took this
Chapter XIII—The newspaper ac- liberties; and heaven be good to us.
A paragrapher asserts that England
the village and get it. I got a jug of blow. It was the very bigness of the
Towards morning there was an army my own, if you’d like a little snifter.
oimts of the accident in the sub
hurt which left it so little painful. A can boast that rio other country pos
ray place Gail in the spotlight and of newspaper men so worried anu dis- 1 How’s things in the city?” and still man with his leg shot off suffers not sesses so many Scriptural place names
tressed, and generally consumed with rambling on with unanswered ques
as are found in that country. The
irive her to her heme i>ii the west.
the mad passion of restraint, that 1 tions and miscellaneous offers and one-tenth so much as a man who tears name of Jericho occurs six times on
Chapter XIV—Dick
Rodley
is
his
fingernail
to
the
quick.
Moreover,
there was scarcely a fingernail left in |
the maps, Paradise five times and
sat to lure Gail and Arly back to the profession, and frightened-eyed J club grounds information he pottered there was that other big horror which
to the corner cupboard and produced had left him stupefied and numb. He Nineveh, Mt. Zion, Mt. Ararat and
NewYork, and succeeds.
copy boys hid behind doors. Sud his jug, and poured out a glass of
Mt. Ephraim three times each.
had not knowm that in his ruthless
denly a dozen telegraph operators, in whisky.
CHAPTER X V —In th e m id st o f a s t r u g ness there was any place for remorse,
wlth the d reg s o f h u m a n ity in V e d as many offices, jumped from their
“Thanks,” said Allison, and drank
' court R ev. B o y d Sm ith su dd en ly finds
desks, as if they had been touched at the liquor mechanically. He was shud or for terror of himself at anything
iat he is a real liv in g —an d lo v in g —
WHAT CHILDREN NEED NOW
■s&n.
the same instant by a powerful cur dering with the cold, but he had not he might choose to do. But there was.
He
entered
into
no
ravings
now,
no
rent from their instruments, and shout noticed it until now. He glanced
CHAPTER X V I —B o y d p ro p o se s to G ail
In sipite of the blest care mothers
™t, on the v erg e o f a c c e p ta n ce , sh e r e 
ed varying phrases, a composite of around the room slowly and curiously, writhings, no outcries. He realized can give them this wieather brings,
members their re lig io u s d iffe re n ce s, an d
calmly
and
clearly
all
he
had
done,
which would be nearest expressed by: as if he had not seen it before. “ I
rafuaes.
and all which had happened to him in sicknes©, to many children. Mrs1. T.
“ Let ’er g o !”
think I’ll stay out here overnight,” he retribution. He saw the downfall of Neureuer, Eau Claire, iWtts., writes:
CHAPTER
X V I I —T h r o u g h
A llis o n ’ s
It had been eight o ’clock in the eve told Peabody. “ I’ll occupy the office.
jmnivance w ith the p o litica l b o ss V e d »r court Is con d em n ed by the c ity a s un ning in New York when Gerald Fos If anyone rings the phone, don’t an his stupendous scheme of worldwide “Foley’s Honey and Tar cured my
••altary.
conquest. He saw his fortune, to the boy of a severe attack of croup after
land had first given out his informa swer.”
last penny, swept away, for he had in other remedies hadi failed.
CHAPTER X V I I I —R e v . S m ith B o y d
It 'is a
tion, and at that moment It was 1 a. m.
“ Yes sir,” replied Peabody. “ Tell
Proposes to the v e s try to r e p la ce th e old
in Berlin. At 3 a. m., Berlin time, you what I’ll do, Mr. Allison. I’ll muf vested all that he could raise on his wonderful remedy for coughs, colds,
odder court bu ild in gs w ith m od el ten e
ments.
which was 10 p. m. in New York, the fle the bell. I guess I better light a securities and his business and his croup and whooping cough,." It stop®
prospects, in the preliminary expenses
Baron von Slachten, who had been de fire in the office.”
Floyd E» Parker.
CHAPTER X I X —A lliso n m a k e s
arof the International Transportation lagrippe cough®.
|*ogements w ith fo r e ig n r e p r e se n ta tiv e s
tained by an unusual stress of diplo
“Anything you like," and Allison
w the consolid ation o f th e tra n s p o r ta matic business strolled to his favorite went towards the office. At the door
“«n Interests o f the w orld.
cafe. At 3:05 the Baron von Slach he turned. “You’ll understand, Pea
CHAPTER X X —T h e a r is to c r a tic V a n
ten became the most thought about body, that I have come here to be
■Icons negotiate fo r the h a n d o f G a ll
man in his city, but the metropolitan quiet. I wish to be entirely alone
®marriage to th eir son. A lliso n h a v in g ,
** he thinks, co n q u e re d th e w o rld , la y s It
press of Berlin is slightly fettered and with certain important matters which
« Gaily feet.
more or less curbed, and there are I must decide. If anybody should hap
CHAPTER X X I —P a r t o f A llis o n ’ s g lcertain formalities to be observed. It pen to drop in, get rid of him. Do not
fentlc scheme Is m ad e p u b lic.
H e has
is probable, therefore, that the baron say that I am here or have been here.”
'.«* city condem n V e d d e r c o u rt.
G all
Ws that his sch em e w ill b a n k r u p t h er
might have gone about his peaceful
“ Yes sir,” replied Peabody. “ I know
uncle.
way for two or three days, had not a how it is that away. I want to be by
£
CHAPTER X X I I —A lliso n p ro p o s e s to
fool American, in the advertising myself, often.”
.A'!, She refu ses him , bu t h e d o e s n o t
branch of one of the New York pa
Allison went into the office and
^ P t It as final.
pers, in an entire ignorance of decent closed the door after him. It was
CHAPTER X X I T I —A lliso n d e te rm in e s
formalities, walked straight out Unter damp and chill in there, but he did not
10conquer Gail as his fin al triu m p h.
den Linden, to Baron von Slachten’s notice it. He sat down in the swivel
?:•: i
CHAPTER X X I V — A lliso n th re a te n s
favorite
cafe, and, picking out the chair behind the flat top desk and
r !1, becomes b ru tal, an d she flees to
baron at a table with four bushy- rested his chin In his hands, and
for protection.
faced friends, made this cheerful re stared out of the window at the bleak
CHAPTER X X V —Gail, to w h om A lllr
mark, in the Manner and custom of and dreary landscape. Just within his
has confided his w h o le v a s t sch e m e
1 empire, discloses it to A r ly F o sla n d .
journalists in bis native land:
range of vision was a lonely little
“ Well, baron, the International creek, shadowed by a mournful droop
CHAPTER XXXVI—^Gerald Fosliand
company has con ing willow which had given the club
Hakes public the vast financial c on - Transportation
fessed. Could you give me a few its name, and in the wintry breeze it
piracy.
words on the subject?”
waved its long tendrils against the
(Continued from Iasi week.)
M A IN E .
The baron, who had been about to leaden gray sky. Allison fixed his eyes
CHAPTER XXVII.
drink a stein of beer, set down his half on that oddly beckoning tree and
liter and stared at the young man strove to think. Old Peabody came
Chicken, or Steak?
blankly. His face turned slowly yel pottering in, and with many a clang
Oh the outbreak of a bygone rude- low, and he rose.
and clatter builded a fire in the capa
a8S8 between the United States and
“ Lass bleiben,” the baron ordered cious Dutch stove; with a longing
Spain, one free and entirely uncurbed the handy persons who were about to glance at Allison, for he was starved
Metropolitan paper, unable to ade- remove the cheerful advertising repre with the hunger of talk, he went out
quately express its violent emotions sentative and incarcerate him for

The Ball
of Fire

J

£

We have just the right
cure for that cold. Don’t
delay using it.

C. E. DYER

STRONG,
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
A card received from Mrs. H. A.
Furbish of Rain.gehey, who with) li,er
husband ain.d Mir. and Mtrs. George
GoodiStpeed of Wilton iis on a six
weeks’ trip to Oailiformia, says that
they are stopping at the Hotel! Hunt
ington, Pasadena, Gall.
They
are
not able to visit Sian Diego oh, ac
count of the terrible flood they have
had there.
Etheil Plliaisted of Phillips' was aniiong the patients aidlmltted to one of
th-' hospitals at Lewiston last week.
Don’t advertise i,n tine paper “ to
help the editor,” hut advertise to
help yourself.
Among those elected at the meet
ing and banquet of the Stanton Club
in Lewis ton last week were L. B.
Costello cf Lewiston, Bates ’98 and
Raymond S. Oakes, ’09 of Portland,
as members' of the executive com
mittee.
Tihe Misses Isabel and Grace Tan
ner are stenographers employed in
tli,e Parliament building in Ottawa,
Canada, which, Was burned last Friday
Mrs. Tanner is an own cousin of Mr®.
A. W. Bean of this town.
Mrs. Lizzie Merrill, who has been
ill with pneumonia, is, much improved
in health.

NOW FEELS ENTIRELY WELL
A. H. Francis, Zenith., Kan., writes:
“ I had a severe pain in my back and
could hardly move.
I took about
two-thiirds of a 50<f box of Foley Kid
ney Pills and now feel entirely well."
Middle-aged and older men and wo
men find these safe pills relieve sleep
disturbing bladder ailments.
Floyd
E. Parker.

A regular meeting of North Frank
lin Pomona Grange, No. 22, P. of H.
wili be held with Lemon Stream
Grange of New Vineyard on Thurs
day, February 17th.
The meeting
will be called to order promptly at 10
o ’clock in the forenoon.
Picnic din
ner.
J. A. Norton, Sec.
At a meeting of the Governor and
Council on Friday, last, Ernest C.
Butler, a member of the law firm
of Butler & Butler of Skowhegam,
was appointed probation officer for
Somerset County.
The; duties con
nected with the appointment will deal
largely with juvenile cases. Mr. But
ler did not seek the nomination but
is in every way most capably fitted
to serve the county in this new of
ficial role.
Every day you hear the newspaper
referred to as a medium to settle
some dispute.
It is an authority.
And in its* advertising columns, too,
it is Sir Oiracle.
They form
the
public market place where buyers
come and offer what they have to
sell.
There is noticing else quite
like them in this respect.
The ad
vertising in this very newspaper this
week is typical of the business life
of the community.
It is an inter
esting as it is authoritative and it is
read and referred to by nearly all
the readers of the newspaper.
Reynold Graffiam was absent from
school Tuesday on account of illness.
Master Donald Field:, little son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Field has been
ill this week.
Dr. B. S. Elliott of Lewiston was
one of those present when the An
droscoggin Dental Club entertained
the Fiilebrown Dental Club cf Port-

VALENTINES
at

T O O T H A K E R ’S C A SH S T O R E

LOOKING AHEAD
FOR SPRING BUSINESS
We have just put in stock a
line o f raincoats.
New Spring
Styles. Our leader is a real double
texture, full length slip-on coat for
$3.50. These coats have taped
seams and ventilated arm holes
and are o f good substantial weight.
Then we have a good worsted,
light weight rain coat for $7.50.
At $10 an English model, steam
vulcanized slip-on, light weight,
taped seams; an elegant coat for
the money.
Try us for your next raincoat.

A t T h e C lo t h in g A to r e
I

D. F. HOYT,
N o. 5 B eal B lock .

P h illip s, M a in e

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry

Open Saturday Evenings.

land at the New DeWitt, Lewiston,
last week on Wednesday evening.
J. Scott Brackett, Bowdoin ’16 visit
ed bis friend, Harry Bartlett in Ber
lin, N. H., last week.
Mr. Jeremiah Kennedy of Avon.,
who lives with his son. Fred Ken
nedy and family, is having a serious
trouble with bicod poison eruptions
on his leg.
Mrs. Cyrus Young was
called from Farmington to assist in
caring for him.
Hollis Holt very acceptably filled
the position of director for the
Choral Club last Sunday evening in
the absence of Hon. N. P. Noble.
Claris Bunnell bus been appointed
a delegate from the Methodist Sunday
school to attend the Boys’ Conference
which, convenes in Bangor,
March
11, 12 and 13.
Mrs. C. E. Parker was, hostess of
the Christmas Present Club' last
Tuesday afternoon, tlie first
time
since moving into her new house,
and the pretty home with all the
modern conveniences was1 much, ad
mired by the ladies.
Refreshments N em o,
$2.00 and $3.00
were served
A rm orside,
$1.00 and $1,25
Mrs. Gild den Parker and Little son,, R. & G .,
Junior are visiting friends in Far
RoyaliW orcester,
mington.
A m erican Lady,
The plan has been adopted by the
50c and $1.00
Ladies’ Social Union whereby there Milo,
is a committee cf the members as F ront Lace,
s' gned for each month, with tine ex F ernsW V aists,
ception of July, August and Septem
ber to earn money in some way to
N O T E — W e take orders o f $5, $10, $15 and $25 corsets.
add to the treasury and for Febru
ary the committee are Mrs. N. H.
Harhden, Miss G. V. Wilbur, Mrs.
Fred Masterman, Mrs. Ediward Green
wood, Miss Cora Wheeler, Mrs. Geo.
A. Bean.
$1.50 House D resses, flann elette,
Mrs. Fred Kennedy, who has been
quite ill, is abile to ride out to the
village.
Mrs. J. A. Russell of Rangeley is
visiting her Bister, Mrs. Edward
Greenwood this week, and calling on
her many friends in town.
Monday evening the members of
the Federated church enjoyed a pic
nic supper at the Parish House, fol
lowed by the monthly business meet
ing.
Mrs. Frank Phillip® was taken ill
Monday and her daughter. Miss Belle
Phillips, who Ss employed in the fam
ily of Hon. Joel WiLbur was called
l ome to care for her.

The Sedgeley
CORSETS

SALE

TORY HILL
Feb. 8.
Cha®. Hutchins has finished sawin.? lumber on the Pratt place and
will soon move hi® family and mild
their home below Phillips village.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard L. Taylcr of
KmgfieLd spent Sunday with
Mrs.
Taylor’® parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
E Gates.
Miss Eleanor Hutchins ha® closed
her school in Temple and gone
to
Augusta to visit her sister, Mabel,
who is teaching there.
She will al
so visit another sister, Stella,
in
iIoUoweli before her return.
Miss Fannie Brackley, who i®
working in KingfteM, spent Sunday
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Brackley.
Mrs. John Stinchfield is suffering
with a bad cold.
j
THIS MAY INTEREST YOU
If you suffer with pain® in your
back or side, stiff and sore muscles
or joints, or rheumatic aches, or have
symptoms of kidney'trouble such as
puffy swellings umck^ the eyes or
sleep disturbing bladder ailments,
ym should know that Foley Kidney
Pills have benefited thousands in
Like condition.
Floyd E. Parker.

The
iiPhillips National Bank;!
during alterations and ad
ditions to their present
building will be located in
Beal Block in the rooms
over the stores o f C. F.
Chandler & Son and Cony
M. Hoyt.

Phillips National Bank
PHILLIPS,

-

MAINE

W H Y BE COLD
When You Can Keep Warm With
B la n k e ts ,
,
50c to $6.00
F e lt S h oes,
L a d ie s ’ $1.25, Men’s $2.00
F le e c e d U n d e r w e a r ,
25c to $1.00
F le e c e d H o se ,
.
25c
C a sh m ere H o s e ,
25c and 50c
C a rib o u Y a r n , a ll w o o l (n o s h o d d y )
.
$1.15 a pound
O v e rsh o e s to fit th e w h o le fa m ily .
B u t te r ic K P a t te r n s in S to c K

C. M. HOYT,
No. 2 Beal Block, Phillips, Maine

Fanners’ Tel.

Mrs. Bert Kinney of Madrid wa® a
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
IJoi n, Stine!:field a few days last
week.
Inza Moore of South Strong is a
guest of her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. Moores.
Clyde Hathaway was a visiter
the Hill last Sunday.
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HOME CANNED

■

J

25c;
25c|
25c*
25c:
25c |
35c ■
25c|
25c!
25c!
25el
25cj
25c

Mustard Pickles,
Beet Pickles,
Sweet Pickles,
Rhubarb,
Beans,
Syrup,
Blueberries,
Blackberries,
Gooseberries,
Pears,
Fiddle Head Greens,
Beet Greens,

A good many sick ones among u®.
Albert Sedgeley’® family have ail bee
sick with the prevailing cold,
also
Carroll Braekley’s family.
All are
on the gain, we are glad to report, at
this writing.
F. L. John son of* Lynn, Mass., wa® j
a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. W.
E. Gates.
He left last Wednesday
for ihii® brother®, Llewellyn
JcQimson® in Britton® Mills.
He called
on several old friendis, and relatives
while here.
Mrs. Herman Fllaiisted, who
lias
been seriously ili at her home for a
few weeks, wa® taken to the Sisters’
hospital', Lewis,ten., last Friday
for
treatment.
She was accompanied P E E L E D SPRUCE FIR AND
by her father, John Shepard and the
POPLAR
attending -physician, Dr. E. B. Cur
rier.
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BEAN'S
Wanted

P u lp w o o d

any

I have bought the

B A R B E R IN G

AND

delivered

at

p o in t on line of Sandy

P O O L R iv e r and Rangeley Lakes

business of Samuel Desposito on Depot
street, and shall keep) a line o f cigars, R a ilroa d .
cigarettes, tobacco and soft drinks.
Open until 11 P. M.
HALEY

JAMES B. ROSS

Phillips,

& FIELD
Maine

